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PUBLISHER LETTER

THE ROAD TO CANNES IS THE ROAD TO FAME

I want to express my thanks and my appreciation, to everyone who has contributed and helped
in the creation of this Special Edition of LVH Magazine. Each and every person that we have
interviewed from around the world had great appreciation of what we are presenting in our
Special Commemorative Limited Edition. This opportunity has presented itself to thank all
those involved from Advertisers, to Sponsors to Writers, Contributors, and Designers and especially to Life Style Designer Richard Nilsson. Mr. Nilsson is not only the owner of Villa Oxygene
and Superieur Lounge, he is responsible for creating one of the biggest events in Cannes at
Jackson Beach Club (Les Dunes). Going on his third year, his generous spirit is acknowledged
for donating his time, venues and partial proceeds in Support of the Jackson Family Foundation
Global Mission for Unity, Education, Love and Peace. I want to recognize and give a special
THANK YOU to my brother, Eddie Sahuri, Patrick Zoschke, Marco Derhy, Shawn Andrew, Don
Thornton, Don Barton, Veronica Lopez, Rene Watson, Joy Sutherland, Asi Harﬁ, Rossana
Huang, Peter Allman, Sheila Ferguson, Treasure Owens, Asad Farr, Cindy Bai, Brian Kaskie,
Alain Nguyen, Garrick Jones, Sharon Jones, and Charles Everhardt, A warm THANK YOU to all
those who helped, supported and contributed in the creation of this exquisite top of the line
LVH Magazine Special Publication.
During this special time, we recognize and honor one of the greatest men in the Music Industry
for the eﬀect that has brought to the world through his persistence, vision and determination,
super stars that supersede any stars in the Entertainment and Music Industry, where as their
music and songs have touched every home and every soul in the world. This exceptional man
is Joseph Jackson, Father of the First Royal Family of Music and the Creator of the Jackson Five,
whereas at the same time we also recognize and honor one of the greatest ladies, Mrs. Katherine Jackson, Mother of the First Royal family of Music for bringing to the world a family like no
other. The Jackson Family name has changed the history in music and culture, a historic name
that is timeless, a name that will be forever remembered for all future years to come.
As The President of the Jackson Family Foundation, I want to give special thanks to all the Jackson Family Fans, Friends and Supporters. I would like to invite you to join us in carrying the
torch forward by preserving the LEGACY in support of disadvantaged students and talent(s)
throughout the entire world. We have evolved through the years, as we have reached out to
other countries and other regions globally. We kindly * thank * our readers, for reading and
enjoying our magazine, for without you, we could not embrace our vision.
With a great sorrow and sadness I announce the passing of my best friend and Editor Bob Rind
that passed away to a better life on January 13, 2013. We at the Las Vegas Hollywood Magazine/LVH Media/LVH Magazine miss him very much as a Friend and as one of the best Editors
we had, he was a real friend and supporter and helped lots of people through his life, We give
our condolences to his Family and Friends and our prayers are with them
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THE TASHKENT
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
BY EDDIE SAHURI

Half way across the continent is the country of Uzbekistan,
where there are rich culture and art. The people there are
friendly, and the cuisine is fabulous. Uzbekistan capital is
Tashkent, a city is of classic architecture and the very popular

Tom Hallick and Peter Allman on the
Red carpet of The Golden Guepard Awards

Tashkent International Film Forum "Golden Guepard" which
plays host to film producers, directors, writers, photographers.
Going on its second year, the festival was created through
the inception of Gulnara Karimova, philanthropist and patron
to the arts.

Last years Film Forum had over 503 entries, of which the
panel picked 33 films; 12 features, 11 shorts and 10 animated films. In addition to the film screenings and documentaries, it represents a mix of dreams, colors and emotions
through art, fashion, jewelry, crafts and photography. It truly
is a film festival, with what is called ''Art Week.'' According to
the organizers of the ''Golden Guepard" - this quote by Heraclitus of Ephesus perfectly reflects the essence of the upcoming cinematic event. Hidden harmony is, first of all, a
semantic component of any occurrence or notion. The auteur films, which the cinema forum presented, exemplified
this hidden harmony.

During our journey to Tashkent, Uzbekistan, I was accompanied by actors Mark Dacascos and Tom Hallick. We all complimented the festival director, Gulnara Karimova for
exposing the arts. Our attendance of the film festival, intro-

duced many excellent film screenings. The jury for this year’s
'Golden Guepard' Cinema, Forum was composed of famous
and leading cinema professionals which included:

Nik Powell, a leading British film producer, director of the
British Film and Television School and vice-president of the
European Film Academy; Thomas Mauch, a famous German film director, writer, and winner of the Golden Bear
award of Berlin Film Festival; Ah Cheng, a famous Chinese
writer, scriptwriter, artist, photographer and 62nd Venice Film
Festival Jury. Jean Roy, the president of the International Federation of Film Critics [FIPRESCI] Philip Bergson, British Film
Critic. Hong Sang Woo, South Korean film critic, 2012
Moscow International Film Festival Jury. Vadim Abdrashitov,
a famous Russian film director, vice-president of the Russian
Academy of Cinematographers Arts, <Nika>; Sai Yochi, a
famous Japanese filmmaker, and Russian animator; Oleg
Uzhinov, who directed famous Russian cartoon series ''Masha
and the Bear.'' Rustam Sagdullayev - Feature Films Jury, famous film director, actor and Uzbek cinematographer. Sobir
Nazarmuamedov - Short Films Jury.
Dmitriy Vlasov - film director, and Animated Films Jury. The
out-of-competition program at this festival included a retrospective screening of 6 films by prominent French film director Jacques Tati (1907-1982).
Panorama of Contemporary Uzbek Cinema (screening of 5
films and premieres of 4 films created by nongovernmental
television studios).
The cinema forum included daily press conferences, an international conference titled ''Contemporary Cinema Space,
Time, Soul,'' as well as 11 workshops and meetings with cinematographers, among them film producers:
Alexei Ryazantsev and Gregory Maikov (Russia), film director
Thomas Mauch (Germany), film critics Hans Schiegel (Germany), Phillip Bergson (UK), actors Matthias Hues (USA),

Peter Allman, speaking at the live telecast at
The Golden Guepard Awards and the last picture of Gulnara Karimova

Frederic Diefenthal (France) Gwendolyn Hammond (France),
film directors Nik Powel [UK], Taylor Kennedy (USA), Christopher Bell (USA), Menahem Golan (Israel), Arturo Duenas
Herrero [Spain] and Oleg Uzhinov (Russia) and Mark Dacascos (USA)

Designers who showcased their designs during Art Week
Style: uz were:

Italy: Dolce & Gabbana The Versace Fashion Show
Japan: Kamishima Chinami, Nitta Midori
London: Alice Temperl Matthew Williamson, Jacob Kimmie
Russia: Lena Lenskaya
United States of America: Carolina Herrera, Loris Diran
Uzbek Fashion Designers: Sevara Mirzamuhamedova,
Nataya Kim, Gulirano Ithomjanova, Sofia Ashurova, Nargiza
Ibragimova, Munira Alimuhamedova, Gulnora Ruziyeva,
Marianna Makarova, Taislya Chursina, Madina Kasymbaeva,
Shahio Tursunova, Dilfuza Mirbabayeva, Sitora Mahkamova,
Nodira Arapova, Nozima Giyaskhojayeva, Moviuda Layeva,
Klara Umarova, Kamola Sohibova, Zebo Karimova,
Sabohat Abduvohobova, Yasmina Vahitova, Zulfiya Sultanbayeva, Dildora Kasymova, Shahnoza Gulamova.

Gulnara Karimova, whose vision in creating art week has promoted Tashkent to new heights in film, the arts and the fashion world. During atelevision interview, Gulnara was asked
two important questions:
Question 1: If you could change one particular thing in the
world and you had the power to make that happen, what
would you change?
Answer 1: I would have no boundaries in the world,'' she
stated.

The second closing question was, ''In your childhood and
even now when you have to face obstacles, what enables you
to overcome them?”

Answer 2: Facing obstacles makes you stronger. I take each
one as it arises to overcome it.

The Tashkent International Film Festival invited press from
throughout the world was given tours of surrounding areas
such as Samarkand and various regions of Tashkent. One of
the most popular tours included the Amir Temur Musuem.
Amir Temur is Uzbekistands hero, who conquered 28 countries during his reign
in the 14th Century.

Gulnara Karimova and Peter Allman
at the Fund Forum
before the exclusive interview

Best Animated Film
award went to Croatia's 'Dove Sei, Amor
Mio', directed by Veliko Popovich. Iranian
film 'Five Short Stories'
emerged as the best
short film, while Bulgaria's
Ovanes
Torosyan was honored
with the 'Best Actor'
accolade for his excellent performance in
'Ave' and The Best
Film Director award
went to Switzerland's
Rolando Colla for his
'Summer Games'. Polish director Felix Kalk

Peter Allman, Mark Dacascoa, Gulnara Karimova
and Tom Hallick, back stage at The Golden Guepard Awards

won Best Feature film for Joanna, and Urzula Grabowska
won the Best Actress for Joanna.

Peter Allman believes in doing good things which benefit others. God according to him, is responsible for his good fortune, which he says we should all be thankful for the things
we have. That's why Allman's newest venture is a turning
point in his career, working with Dave Brock, the 8 Time International Fighting Champion, who is promoting Extreme
Fighters World Championships. Peter will be the English reporter interviewing the fighters at each event. In conjunction
with his new position with Dave Brock, Peter is working with
Chris Selletti on the new film project entitled ''Framed'', based
on the life of Mob Underworld Boss, John ''Sonny'' Franzese.
Peter Allman believes in doing good things which benefit others. God according to him, is responsible for his good fortune, which he says we should all be thankful for the things
we have. That's why Allman's newest venture is a turning
point in his career, working with Dave Brock, the eight-time
International Fighting Champion, who is promoting Extreme
Fighters World Championships. Peter will be the English reporter interviewing the fighters at each event. In conjunction
with his new position with Dave Brock, Peter is working with
Chris Selletti on the new film project entitled ''Framed'', based
on the life of Mob Underworld Boss, John ''Sonny'' Franzese.
For more information on the Forum of Culture and Arts of
Uzbekistan Foundation and its projects, visit

www.fundforum.uz · www.style.uz · www.tashkinofest.com

!

UNIPRICE
BY DON THORNTON

Uniprice Proudly Announces a Global Partnership with the
Jackson Family Foundation in Support of its Charitable Mission and to Help Preserve the Epic Legacy of Michael Jackson.

The Jackson Family Foundation wants to thank the Owners
of UNIPRICE, its members, staff and all of its associates for
their help and tremendous support in highlighting the vision
and the Mission of the Jackson Family Foundation, along with
commemorating and honoring Michael Jackson’s humanitarian work, philanthropic legacy and global peace mission.
We express our deepest heartfelt gratitude on behalf of this
joint collaborative partnership and give thanks to UNIPRICE
for pledging your support, helping to introduce our Global Vision and presenting our Jackson Family Foundation Charitable Mission whenever the opportunity arises.
We also want to thank UNIPRICE GLOBAL, one of the most
exclusive online merchandising outlets in the world for Partnering with the Jackson Family Foundation, on behalf of this
unique Fashion Industry Fundraiser whereas any registered
member of the Jackson Family Foundation, along with the
Jacksons Family Fans, Friends, Supporters and affiliates who
purchase any Merchandising from UNIPRICE originating
from our UNIPRICE / JACKSON page will simultaneously
contribute to our charity. Part of the proceeds from UNIPRICE
merchandise sales will be donated to the Jackson Family

Foundation to continue our Charitable Mission along with
helping to sustain our efforts to preserve both the Legacy of
Michael Jackson and the Jackson Family.

The Jackson Family Foundation is focused on promoting
Global Peace, Love, Education and Unity between all Cultures and People. The Foundation and our members are unwavering in our collective efforts to increase awareness and
to support disadvantaged students through academic partnerships, creative educational initiatives and annual scholarships, so that students who have the ability to excel in their
studies can be mentors to other youth and can have access
to and be rewarded with increased resources to do so.

The Jackson Family Foundation is committed to prioritizing
Global Youth Advocacy & Academic Achievement in our
quest to play a defining role in helping to provide a better future for young leaders of tomorrow. We thank our Partner;
UNIPRICE for joining us and supporting the Foundation in
our Mission to Help Disadvantaged Children & Students. Together we can co-create new chapters in continuing the
Legacy of Michael Jackson and make real the Jackson Family
vision to build a Jackson Family Museum, Jackson Family Institute along with Michael Jackson Performing Arts & Cultural
Centers around the world. We cordially invite the entire world
to join the THE JACKSON FAMILY, UNIPRICE & HELP PRESERVE THE LEGACY!!

DIARY OF MR. JACKSON IN 360 DAYS
Four scores and counting will not slow down the Patriarch of the First family of Music, the
Jacksons. Known among his close friends as “The King of the King of Pop”, Mr. Joseph
Jackson continues to be vibrant and full of life as ever. Asked as to what his secret is, he
responds with an emphatic statement “Active, be in the moment”. At 84 years old, we
decided to look at his activities for the year 2012 through 2013:

JANUARY 2012

I launch my own perfume fragrance by
throwing a large event at the fashion
show mall in Las Vegas

FEBRUARY 2012

He began the year by traveling to Taiwan to
promote the Digital Implant institute with
good friends Dr. Jennifer Cha and Dr. Leon
Chen, winners of several International awards
including most recently “Model of Taiwan
and Oversees Entrepreneurs”.

MARCH 2012

Mr. Jackson travel to Miami, Florida to attend the Latin Billboard Awards. Supporting his good friend Dieter Wiesner
(Michael Jackson’s manager) and his
protégé Lucenzo. Enjoying the company
of good friends, Latin Music and fine dinning he promised to return.

APRIL 2012

Supporting my Good friend Mike Tyson.

MAY 2012

Every month, do something different that you have never done before, is Mr. Jackson’s motto. And
nothing says May like Puerto Rico. Mr. Jackson traveled to Puerto Rico to keep the legacy of his
son Michael Jackson alive. Before countless journalist he took in the energy and beauty of Puerto
Rico, promising to return.

JUNE 2012

Having been bitten by the energy of Puerto
Rico, Mr. Jackson traveled to New Jersey to
attend the Puerto Rican Celebrations leading
up to the Puerto Rican Day Parade.

JULY 2012

Mr. Jackson travels to Japan, promoting
his son’s legacy and meeting with former
first lady of Indonesia in her home in
Tokyo accompanied by Richard Matsuura
and Laura.

AUGUST 2012

Back home to support his sons on the
Jackson Unity Tour. Seating front row at
the shows event in Las Vegas, he couldn’t
help but comment “The Show as fantastic and brought back years of memories
which had been stored away”.

SEPTEMBER 2012

Mr. Jackson goes on a Ship cruise taking off
from Long Beach California.

OCTOBER 2012

Filmed Reality show with my daughter Latoya
Jackson for her network on Oprah. Had so
much fun fishing with her, laughing and catching up on the time that has gone by so
quickly. Felt like old times.

NOVEMBER 2012

Mr. Jackson suffers from multiple Mini strokes and takes time out to regain his Energy.

DECEMBER 2012

Dr. Orders rest, and so he cancels his trip to China and Africa.

JANUARY 2013

Nothing says I am back than going on the Air
and letting the world know, you are ready to
start again as going on the Piers Morgan
show.

FEBRUARY 2013

Mr. Jackson travels to Sao Paulo Brazil to
promote and keep his son’s legacy alive.

And what did you do during your year. The secret to youth is to stay active, and at 84

years of age that is exactly what I am doing. I am having the time of my life after those

countless hard years of striving for success.

MICHAEL JACKSON
T H E

T R U E

S T O R Y

The very close friend and adviser of Michael Jackson offers a
Frightening inside look into the workings of the Music
and Entertainment industry.
With a plethora of yet unpublished documents,
Original photographs, unrealized song materials
and private conversations.

German Edition Book Release date: November 2011
An English Edition is Planned

WWW.DIETERWIESNER.COM

LAVINIA ISKANDAR SALIM
BY DINA HALL

Nia Iskandar Salim, Born in Jakarta, Indonesia, she
is the daughter of Aylen Salim and David Iskandar
and she has only one brother, Evan Iskandar Salim,
She is out going very well educated and with vision
to help the disadvantaged children and students of
the world and especially the children of Indonesia
through education. She loves horseback riding and
she is one of the best equestrian show jumper whereas she has competed in National Championship
and won a total
of 98 Medals,
Trophies and Rosettes for her horses. As you can see in these pictures Nia was riding her winning
horse, Iris Attraction from New Zealand. Her other two champion horses are La
Luna H 2 from German (Oldenburg ) and her local thoroughbred horse from Indonesia name Iceberg.
Nia Graduated in 2000 from Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles majoring in business marketing and administration. She is the granddaughter of
one the most richest and powerful dignitaries that passed away in peace Mr. and
Mrs. Soedarmo Salim alias Liem Sioe Kong, where as her grandfather was born
in Fu Jian,
Fu Qing , Niu Cha and her Grandmother
Tjong Bie Hoei was born in Fu Jian, Fu
Qing, Ciang Ing. Soedarmo Salim (Sudarmo Salim alias Liem Sioe Kong) is the
brother of Soedono Salim (Sudono Salim
alias Liem Sioe Liong) .
Soedarmo Salim was the Founder of Bank
Windu Kentjana (www.bankwindu.com)

Mrs. & Mr. Soedarmo Salim

And he owned these Companies:
ACA (Asuransi Central Asia) (Car
Health Insurance ),
PKP (Putra Kusuma Perkasa) Real
Estate company, OTP (Oceanear
Timber Product) (Timber wood)
and owned apartment buildings
and shopping malls in China called
‘Yuen Hua’ and many more.
Soedarmo Salim (Liem Sioe Kong)
was a partner with his brothers
Mr. Joseph Jackson
Liem Sioe Liong and Liem Sioe
with his New Discovered Talent
Hie, and together they owned the
“Bank Central Asia”, until one day
Nia’s grandfather decided to take his share and open his own bank “Bank
Windu Kentjana”, Bank Windu Kentjana has about 74 branches. Books
where written about the Salim Group, one of these books is The Rhythm
of Strategy; a Corporate Biography of the Salim Group of Indonesia by Marleen Dieleman.
The Salim family was very
close friends with the former
President of Indonesia, Suharto back in 1960’s. Sudono Salim (Soedono
Salim alias Liem Sioe
Liong) was one of the first
richest business men in Indonesia for over 30 years.
Nia is looking forward to
publish her book “The
Salim Family” to show that with hard work and vision you can accomplish your dreams.

David Iskandar & Aylen Salim

Interested in Publishing Nia Book, please email:
nia@lvhmagazine.com

DIETER WIESNER
G LO B A L M E R C H A N D I S E
BY EDDIE SAHURI

With over two decades of experience in the global merchandising and licensing industry, Mr. Wiesner remains a
powerhouse for celebrities and fortune 500 companies
seeking global endorsement deals.
In 1996, while major endorsement companies shied away
from endorsing Michael Jackson’s history world tour, he

AND

LICENSING LEADER

innovatively generated millions of dollars through internal
merchandising process. From a Michael Mystery Energy
Drinks that generated over 10 Million dollars of profits within the first quarter of its launch, to countless variations
of music products and memorabilia, Michael’s History
tour went on to break the Guinness book of world records
as the most profitable tour of our generation.

The enormous financial success of the tour
endeared Michael to Mr. Wiesner leading
to his appointment as his Personal Manager. Within two years Mr. Wiesner was at
the helm of Michael Jackson’s empire as
his exclusive Business manager, overseeing
all of his business projects.
The plethora of personal contacts they garnered together over the following decade
was unparalleled. From Royalties such as
Prince Alwaleed, Prince of Brunei, global
entrepreneurs such as Al Fayed, to the
who’s who of the business world, all looked
forward to the personal visits and long
weekend stays Michael and Mr. Wiesner
made.
Mr. Wiesner continues to nurture these personal powerful relationships that till today remain very instrumental in attracting the countless offers of fortune 500
firms seeking his services of building key business relations.

Across sectors as diverse as commodities, where as recently as this year a leading Japanese export company in
“rare earth” sought his services in presenting their company to a key German decision maker,
to European Entrepreneurs or firms seeking to have global athletes, singers or
actors endorse their products, Mr. Wiesner feels right at home in establishing
the right connection.
Leaning back in his Chair, Mr. Wiesner
plays around with his blackberry and repeats the tenet of his business.
“There is only one way Michael and I
did business. We always called the decision maker directly and spent the whole
time listening and getting to know him
personally. The person was always more
important than the transaction at hand.
It is the only effective way I know. Until
Michael comes back and tells me otherwise, my contacts will remain my capital”

Michael Jackson: THE TRUE STORY
Mr. Wiesner’s most recent book released by Random house in Germany on the
21st of November 2011 is currently on the top 10 bestseller list of German
books.
This exclusive one of a kind exclusive firsthand account of Michael by his close
confident and business partner Dieter Wiesner is only available in German. It
will in the near future be published in other languages

WEBSITE
www.DieterWiesner.com

DW Management

Monaco | Frankfurt | Paris | New York | Los Angeles | Dubai
Email: info@DieterWiesner.com
Tel: +49 610 626 7747
Fax:+49 610 626 7748

BY DEEMA BARAKAT
Does the artist behind one of the most viewed songs in YouTube history feel pressure
to repeat his success? Absolutely!
“I must confess that after the success of Danza Kuduro, there is certainly significant
pressure because one is required to do everything to last and remain on the same
level,” says the French/Portuguese singer, composer and writer, Lucenzo.

Over the past few years, the mega-hit, Danza Kuduro, by Lucenzo and Don Omar, has
racked up over 400 million views and counting, making it one of the most viewed
videos in YouTube history. Danza Kuduro also garnered Lucenzo, five Latin Billboard
Awards including Song of the Year, Vocal Event, and the highly coveted Latin Rhythm
Song of the Year Award, by unanimous vote.
A number one hit on Billboard's Hot
Latin song chart in the US, Danza
Kuduro, also reached the top spot
in over ten countries and spawned
over a dozen remixes. The success
of Danza Kuduro was preceded by
Lucenzo's dance hit with Big Ali titled, "Vem Dancar Kuduro."

Lucenzo's passion for music blossomed at the age of 3 when he
began playing piano and age 12
when he wrote his first song. Years later, Lucenzo’s formula of combining influences
from Portugal, Africa, Brazil, Latin America, and the US, has been a successful one.
Most recently Lucenzo penned the instantly addictive track, "Wine It Up," featuring international dancehall star, Sean Paul.

“In the beginning, I hadn’t envisioned anyone in particular on the song but after it was
finished and I listened to it, I thought of Sean Paul right away. He’s an artist I’ve always
appreciated and even though he’s a dancehall artist, he readily adapts to the different
styles of other musicians,” says Lucenzo.

“I think what makes me different is the originality of my music which is a combination
of different influences and different styles. When people listen to my music they instantly recognize that it is me right from the first note because it is a very particular
style that is unique and different from anything we have heard up to now,” shares Lucenzo.
Humble, passionate, determined -- words that can be used to accurately describe rising
star, Lucenzo, but “originality” may be the best fit.
For press inquiries, please contact Andre Morris, andremorris413@gmail.com
LUCENZO

WEBSITE
TWITTER
FACEBOOK

www.lucenzolive.com
www.twitter.com/Lucenzo
www.facebook.com/Lucenzomusic

LEGACY

OF THE LEGEND
GLOBAL EVENTS
BY DON THORNTON

The “Legacy of the Legend Global Events” and its “Global
Partnership” were formulated in 2012 by LVH Media, Incorporated as a “Special Events Creation & Management
Group” that produces and/or co-produces Charitable
Fundraisers and Special Events in association with multiple
Marquee Event Planners from all around the world. Our associate Event Planners and Producers originate from cities

Global Mission & Purpose which is to promote; Global Unity,
Love, Education and Peace between all cultures and all people the world over. The Jackson Family is the only family in
entertainment history, which has touched the world in such
a way, in 45 years, that it can actually mobilize its global fan
base and inspires them to promote “Global Peace, Love &
Unity” and actually trigger a legitimate “Global Peace Movement”. No other family
of Entertainment, past
or present has this type
of relationship with
their Global Fan Base
except the Jacksons.

The Jackson Family are
proud to continue on
the epic Legacy of
Michael Jackson and
continue to work to
preserve the Jackson
Family Legacy with an
array of Global Events,
Marketing Campaigns,
Majestic, Rutt Premsriut, Joseph Jackson, Simon, Rima Sahouri and Kim Dinh
Charitable Projects and
Global Partnerships coand markets that include Las Vegas, Nevada, Cannes, developed in association with the “Legacy of the Legend”
France, Barcelona, Spain, Los Angeles, California, Gary, In- Global Partnership.
diana and Akron/Cleveland, Ohio to name a few.
The “Legacy of the Legend Global Events” is designed to
The primary non-profit beneficiary of the “Legacy of the Leg- help raise funds needed to meet the goals and fulfill the Huend Global Events” is the “Jackson Family Heritage Founda- manitarian Mission of our Beneficiaries while giving our parttion”- “Jackson Family Foundation” but also includes other ners, supporters, friends, sponsors, associates, media and
co-beneficiaries such as the Rising Star Music Awards, and fans an opportunity to indulge in colorful and exciting
Disabled Artists among others.
evenings of celebration, fun, music and dancing!
The “Legacy of the Legend Global Events” is essentially an
extended marketing arm of the Jackson Family Foundation's

The Jackson Family Foundation Members are driven in their
commitment to support disadvantaged students, through ed-

ucation and scholarships for students who have the ability to
excel in their studies and to become mentors to others who
can then all have a much more improved outlook on life. It
is the goal and objective of the “Legacy of the Legend Campaign” to insure that the Jackson Family Foundation and our
other co-beneficiaries can all fulfill their Charitable Missions.

The “Legacy of the Legend Global Events” is proud to help
position the "Jackson Family Foundation Crest" into the market place in Michael Jackson’s honor and the epic Jackson
Family Legacy. We are also committed to help develop other
projects and raise funds for a "Jackson Family Museum,
Michael Jackson Performing Arts Center and a marquee
Tourist Destination" worthy of the "King of Pop" and the “First
Family of Entertainment”.
Michael Jackson not only deserves it for all he did for the
benefit of mankind but, also, there’s none greater, in the history of the performing arts that deserves it more. Together,
we can all help build out such a destination and we cordially
invite you and the World to join us on board this Global series
of exciting social extravaganzas of a lifetime designed to help
get the job done. We are actively networking
with gifted individuals along with partnering
with accomplished International Corporate
Developers, Performers, Celebrities and Media
Companies that are all helping to co-create
this movement and attending our Events from
all over the World. Please join us in support of
the “Jackson Family Foundation’s” Charitable
Mission and its affiliate Non-Profit Organizations as we continue to grow our "Partnership
with the World" indefinitely, with "Peace, Education, Love & Unity in Honor of Michael Jackson" and the greater good.
Some would call Michael Jackson the best performer we've ever seen! Some would say he is
the very "Heart & Soul" of "Music & Dance".
We, the close Family, Friends & Event Creators
of "The Legacy of the Legend Campaign" con-

sider him a total inspiration to us all and are proud to work
tirelessly to "Preserve Michael's Legacy." And the Legacy of
the Jackson Family headed by Joseph Jackson and Katherine
Jackson, We welcome you to join us and Thank you in advance.

Youth Advocacy, Education, Earth Preservation and the Humanities summarize the pure essence of the “Legacy of the
Legend Global Events” motivation and purpose. True
Michael Jackson Fans and the Jacksons Fans have all been
focused on increasing Charitable Missions and “Giving Back
to Society” ever since the "King of Pop's" stunning and very
sad departure. In the spirit of "Michael Jackson’s Charitable
Legacy", we, his Family, his Friends and Global Fans have all
chosen to continue Michael’s healing works by emulating
Michael’s total commitment to the Humanities by leveraging
the limitless inspirational power of the "Visual & Performing
Arts" towards the benefit of Global Peace, Youth Advocacy,
Education, Humanity and our beloved Planet Earth. Join us.
Check out our exciting events and ongoing promotions at
www.LegacyoftheLegend.com
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THE VOLUNTEERS FOR JFF
LEGACY OF THE LEGEND GLOBAL EVENTS
BY RENE WATSON

DJ FABIAN

DJ Fabian is recognized as one of the
West Coast’s most unique and versatile DJs/Producers. He brings a blend
of tasteful progressive and uplifting
grooves to the dance floor. He also
holds residencies at 2 of the world's
best renowned nightclubs, XS and
Tryst. His tracks and remixes have
garnered local and international
recognition. Fabian has toured nationally and shared the stage with
many of today’s chart topping artists
and created ideas for entertainers
from all over the spectrum. From Carrot Top to Barry Manilow, to his latest
musical collaborations which include
music for the TV ad, Hip Hop Abs by
Beachbody. DJ Fabian also designed the soundtrack to “The Official Michael Jackson European Tribute Tour” for Emmywinning choreographer and Travis Payne, Michael Jackson’s artistic director (Michael Jackson’s This Is It Tour, Dancing with
the Stars).

SAM PRIRIS

Sam Priris, Senior Entertainer, Dancer and Impersonator. Priris has over 15 years of entertainment experience of impersonating Michael Jackson. Dancing for different shows in the United States and Europe, he would like to expand his abilities
and knowledge by being part of a hiring company, while at the same time being a valuable asset in sharing what he knows,
loves to do in amusing and entertaining a large audience, while also aspiring to perform his best dance dexterity.

JEFFREY DEBARATHY
By Veronica Lopez

DeBarathy, an accomplished Las Vegas Entertainer,
Dancer/Choreographer, Model and Fashion designer
has been featured in over six Las Vegas Productions
shows! He has worked with many stars such as
Michael Jackson, Dixie Chicks, CHARO, Kristine W,
Olga Breeskin, Anastasia, and many others! In addition to being an accomplished dancer, Jeffrey has
costumed three Las Vegas shows, choreographed a
production show at Harrah’s Hotel & Casino in
Laughlin, Nevada. Jeffrey also modeled for many
fashion shows, including print work for McDonalds,
and has produced, directed and created five of his
own fashion shows to date in Las Vegas !!!

Jeffrey grew up and started dancing at the
age of three, in Butte Montana, training
in tap, jazz, and gymnastics! After several
years of training to perfect his craft, at age
19 he was offered the opportunity to
launch his professional dance career on
Celebrity Cruise Lines for the Molyneux
Music Entertainment Company.
Upon leaving Butte, Montana, Jeffrey was
exposed to life on the seas where he performed three differently themed shows
weekly on two separate cruise ships, the
Millennium and Infinity. Upon completion
of his cruise ship performances, Jeffrey
decided to conquer the entertainment
capital of the world, Las Vegas to entertain the masses! He not only conquered
Vegas by appearing in several shows, print
ads, and events, Jeffrey discovered a new
passion and talent for designing costumes
and fashion. His credits as a performer
Go-Go Dancers, DJ Fabian and Jeffrey DeBarathy
and designer span the globe!
Jeffrey has performed in shows all around
the world including China, Tahiti, Europe, Hawaii, Alaska, and the Caribbean. The experience has enabled Jeffrey to live in
Las Vegas and do what he loves to do which is ENTERTAIN!
Some of Jeffrey’s Las Vegas shows include STORM, BRAVO starring CHARO, Fashionistas the show, Iron Beats, Shag with
a Twist, the New Show in the Sky and more. TV appearances include VH1 Divas Live, Jerry Lewis Telethon, El Premio de la
Gente Latin Fan Awards, AVN Awards and Premios Deportes.

BEACH CLUB
CANNES

JACKSON FAMILY FOUNDATION

15 t h to 2 6 t h M ay 2 013

E V E N T S P ROGRA MME 2013
GATSBY PARTY

Date: 15th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
20h00 30’s style dinner
22h30 – 2h00

dance floor with DJ SWING swing, Motown sound, soul, r&b...

MISS CINEMA

Date: 16th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
Election miss cinema on 16th of May at Jackson Beach 21h 30 3rd passage:
Club - A ROLE IN A MOVIE TO WIN !!! The participant will swimming suit & paréo
have between 18 & 30 years old.
22h00: Election of Miss,
photos podium, press
Preselection: the 12 Misses Cinéma 16th of May from conference
22h30:
14h30 till 17h45
dance floor
2h: end of evening
19h45 Arriving in Limousines of participants, the comittee, & the 12 Miss Cinéma: press, photos on the croisette Selection comittee: Liste
at the beach
le 16 Mai 2013:
George Lautner et sa
20h00 opening & Diner de Miss Cinéma, Menu spécial compagne
Président
Miss Cinéma
d'honneur
Didier Doryan: Président de l'Association
3 passages:
Patrick Bruel: godfather des Miss
20 h30 1st passage: street wear
Adriana Carembeu: godmother Misses
21h00 2sd passage: dress code : Chic & Glamour
Jacques Fieshi: scénariste est sur place

RFM PARTY

Date: 17th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
NIGHT FEVER with RFM RADIO

Diner & dance floor by DJ PAT ANGELI

JOE MENDES

Date: 18th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
Joe Mendes, DJ, remixer and producer will make this night unforgettable.
From the red carpet of the Palais des festivals to luxurious villas and yachts, Joe Mendes
is a huge star in the Cannes nightlife.

MISTER CINEMA

Date: 19th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
Election mister cinema on 16th of May at Jackson Beach
Club - A ROLE IN A MOVIE TO WIN !!!
The participant will have between 18 & 30 years old.
Preselection: the 12 Misters Cinéma 16th of May from
14h30 till 17h45
19h45 Arriving in Limousines of participants, the comittee, & the 12 Misters Cinéma: press, photos on the croisette
at the beach
20h00 opening & Diner de Mister Cinéma, Menu spécial
Mister Cinéma

Selection comittee: Liste le 16
Mai 2013:
George Lautner et sa compagne Président d'honneur
Didier Doryan: Président de
l'Association
Patrick Bruel: godfather des
Miss
Adriana Carembeu: godmother
Misses
Jacques Fieshi: scénariste est sur place

MAN IN THE MIRROR NIGHT
WITH THE FOOTBALL LEGENDS
Date: 20th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes

Welcome to the Man In The Mirror Night at the Jackson
Beach Club on the Croisette in Cannes!
Come and be a part of the fantastic fashion shows, the
great music and the live entertainment!
DJ Psiertje Boukhit
The Super Talanted Psiertje Boukhit is a self made woman
in so many ways – with everlasting passion, bursting energy

and lust for ambition as she
rocks the stage as an international DJ.
Football Legends
We welcome some of the best
football players from the
French league!

NICOLE SLACK JONES NIGHT
Date: 21st May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes

Welcome to the Nicole Slack Jones Night at the Jackson
Beach Club on the Croisette in Cannes! Come and be a
part of the fantastic fashion shows, the great music and the
live entertainment!
Nicole Slack Jones is a woman blessed with a voice and is
an undeniable beauty that embodies the essence of soul.
She is an amazing, ebullient and effervescent chanteuse
that hails from America’s most international and musical
city… New Orleans.
Several of guest stars, family members, celebrities and ma-

nagers will celebrate the
fantastic moments with
the fans. It’s a nice moment to meet and greet
many of the people who
are supporting the Jackson
Family Globally.
DJ Psiertje will serve us
the great tunes as the
Jackson House DJ!

WE ARE THE WORLD

Date: 23rd May, 2013
Place: Villa Oxygene, Cannes
Artisan Festival International Cannes World Peace Initiative
presents 'We are the World' an evening of fine art, fashion,
music, film, performance art and dance on May 23rd.
The event is hosted and sponsored by Princess Angelique
Monét, Grani'd' Oro of MonteCarlo, Nothing On Television
T.V., and lifestyle luxury designer Richard Nilsson of Résidence Supérieur, with the Fine Art exhibition curated by TM
Fine Arts.
Fine Art Unveiling begins at 6:00 pm [18:00] -10:00 pm
[22:00] with Open Bar Champagne

Starring:
Gabriel Meiring · Thomas Maes · Lucien Stills · Priska
Medam · Princess Angelique Monét (A.Monét) · Lan Stanley
SPECIAL GUEST AND DANCE PERFORMANCE IN CELEBRATION OF 100 YEARS OF CINEMA IN INDIA

Performer Antara Bhardwaj is trained in a dance discipline
of renowned Kathak master Pandit Chitresh Das.

THRILLER NIGHT

Date: 23rd May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
Welcome to the Thriller Night at the Jackson Beach Club
on the Croisette in Cannes! Come and be a part of the fantastic fashion shows, the great music and the live entertainment!
Carolina Guna
Carolina Guna is a Spanish fashion designer. Creativity, elegance and harmony are the concepts that distinguish her
collections. She enjoys an important place in the luxury
market of Haute Couture at an international level.
King of Pop - Fran Jackson
The Musical Star Fran Jackson from FOREVER KING OF
POP performs as Michael Jackson. The only Jackson Musical show supported by Jackson Family Foundation.
DJ Psiertje
The Super Talanted DJ Psiertje is a self made woman in so
many ways – with everlasting passion, bursting energy and
lust for ambition as she rocks the stage as an international DJ.

Sidney B
From the house beats of Europe
through the funk of LatinAmerica to
the lyrical rap of the US, each area
has imparted its unique music influence on Sidney, who now brings these
styles together into an irresistible pop
package.
Laia Mauri
Laia Mauri is a young Catalan designer formed in Fine Arts and later as a
designer for some of the most prestigious schools. She has developed her
own personal style and received significant mention in the fashion world. The atelier and showroom design specializes in women's and children's
collections, from a ready-to-wear to haute couture without
leaving behind their complements in various ranges.

BILLIE JEAN NIGHT

Date: 24th May, 2013
Place: Jackson Beach Club, Cannes
Welcome to the Billie Jean Night at the Jackson Beach Club !
Come and be a part of the fantastic fashion shows, the great music and the live
entertainment!

Wes Madiko
Ladies and gentlemen please welcome the Grammy Award Winner and the
three times winner of the World Music Award, Wes Madiko – The King of World
Music! Everyone remember his super hits in the movie The Lion King II. He has
also received a Monaco Award from Prince Albert of Monaco himself.
Suncoast 69
Fashion show by Suncoast 69 - the fashion brand who symbolize life with no
borders. The craftsmanship and selection of fabrics in a combination of classic
elements with a modern style takes you on a journey through the history of time
into the future.
King of Pop - Fran Jackson
The Musical Star Fran Jackson from FOREVER KING OF POP performs as Michael Jackson. The only Jackson Musical show supported by Jackson Family
Foundation.

JACKSON FAMILY FOUNDATION DAY
Date: 25th May, 2013
Place: Villa Oxygene, Cannes

Welcome to the Jackson Family Foundation Day! The best music and
live entertainment!
Nicole Slack Jones
Nicole Slack Jones is a woman blessed with a voice and is an undeniable beauty that embodies the essence of soul. She is an amazing,
ebullient and effervescent chanteuse that hails from America’s most
international and musical city… New Orleans.
Wes Madiko
Ladies and gentlemen please welcome the Grammy Award Winner
and the three times winner of the World Music Award, Wes Madiko –
The King of World Music! Everyone remember his super hits and his
music in the movie The Lion King II. He has also received a Monaco
Award from Prince Albert of Monaco himself.
King of Pop - Fran Jackson
The Musical Star Fran Jackson from FOREVER KING OF POP performs as Michael Jackson. The only Jackson Musical show supported
by Jackson Family Foundation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND RESERVATION
JACKSON FAMILY FOUNDATION
BEACH CLUB
Les dunes beach
Reservation & booking tables
Phone: 04 93 94 14 99

RICHARD NILSSON
richard@richard-nilsson.com
Phone: (+33) 695 786 723
www.richard-nilsson.com

CLUB PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL
Patrick Dupre
Phone: (+33) 670 526 578
contact@club-prestige-international.com
www.club-prestige-international.com

FESTIVAL DE CANNES

FROM 15TH TO 26TH MAY 2013

Ever since its creation, the Festival de Cannes has remained
faithful to its founding purpose: to draw attention to and
raise the profile of films with the aim of contributing towards
the development of cinema, boosting the film industry worldwide and celebrating cinema at an international level.

“Cannes belongs to each and every one of us who, year
after year, from wherever we are and in our own individual way, contributes towards creating it step by step. It
is only by constantly analyzing the Festival, adapting its
function and encouraging debate about it that we will
continue to make it the very best it can be. Cannes must
be open to new ideas, while remaining faithful to its past,
of course. Diversity can only enrich it. That´s what makes
the Festival de Cannes our festival.”
Thierry Fremaux

TEN QUESTIONS
FOR
THIERRY FREMAUX
What is the mission of the Festival de Cannes?
Ever since its creation, the Festival de Cannes has remained
faithful to its founding purpose: to draw attention to and
raise the profile of films with the aim of contributing towards the development of cinema, boosting the film industry worldwide and celebrating cinema at an international
level.
What is the Official Selection?
The Official Selection serves to highlight the diversity of cinematic creation through its different sections, the two
most important of which are the Competition and Un Certain Regard. Films that are representative of “auteur cinema with a wide audience appeal” are presented in
Competition, and Un Certain Regard focuses on works that
have an original aim and aesthetic. The Official Selection
also includes Out of Competition films, Special Screenings
and Midnight Screenings, Cannes Classics and the Cinéfondation selection targeting film schools.
What do the “Red Carpet Steps” represent today?
These are one aspect of the event and, without a doubt,
the part of the festival that draws the most media attention.
For the organisation, they represent above all an opportunity to give an initial and equally special welcome to both
the world’s greatest film artists and emerging talent. They
also represent an opportunity to honour the creativity of
those artists on whom the Festival’s prestige depends.
What do the non-competitive selections consist of?
The Out of Competition films are often films that have a
big impact on the cinematic calendar, and the Special
Screenings and Midnight Screenings represent a special
opportunity to view more personal works. Restored copies
of films that are important in the history of cinema are
brought back to life for Cannes Classics, which also offers
tributes and documentaries focusing on cinema. In addition
to the Selection, cinema lovers can also explore the world
of cinema in a different way by attending masterclasses,
tributes, exhibitions and so on.
Where do short films fit in at Cannes?
At Cannes, short films feature in the Competition, at the
end of which the Short Films Jury awards a Palme d’or, and
in the Short Film Corner, a professional area dedicated to
meeting people, exchanging ideas and promoting films.
In 2010, the Festival created "Cannes Short Film" to bring
these two entities together in a complementary dynamic in
an attempt to offer an all-encompassing panorama of short
film production worldwide, as well as to stimulate the creativity of short film artists.
What initiatives has the Festival set up to encourage film
production?
The Festival is very keen to discover new talent and act as
a springboard for creation. The development of “Cannes

Short Film” is just one example of this. A number of initiatives aimed at supporting the talent of the future have already been introduced: the Caméra d’or is awarded to the
best film presented either in the Official Selection, during
Directors´ Fortnight or during Semaine de la Critique.
The Cinéfondation, which serves to showcase new trends
in the film industry, screens films from film schools as part
of the Official Selection, as well as organising the Résidence and the Atelier.
How do you maintain the Festival’s international dimension?
The films selected and the professionals whose work is recognised at the Festival come from around the world, and
there is international coverage of the event in the media.
In addition, the Festival de Cannes offers filmmaking countries the chance to showcase the richness of their cinema
in the Village International, which hosted over 40 countries
in 2012.
To further enhance the Festival’s international dimension,
six new languages were added to the official website in
2010. Internet users can now follow the event not only in
French and English, but also in Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and Russian.
Does the Marché du Film represent the economic side of
the Festival de Cannes?
From a very early stage, the Festival de Cannes has placed
an emphasis on its Marché du Film as a way of promoting
the dual cultural and economic nature of cinema. Today,
boasting in excess of 10,500 participants and 1,500 screenings, it is the world’s leading market, serving to add dynamism to the global film industry. It forms an integral part
of the Festival in the sense that it also facilitates networking
and provides accredited professionals with the services and
tools they need in order to exchange information, hold negotiations and uncover new opportunities.
What does the Festival do for the general public?
A film’s success and its director’s reputation depend above
all on how it is received in cinemas. Despite being an event
for film professionals only, the Festival is mindful of this reality and is taking steps to improve the way it reaches film
enthusiasts.
Since 2011, the opening film has been released in French
cinemas on the same day as its screening at Cannes and
the opening ceremony has been broadcast in cinemas enabling audiences to experience the Festival launch night live.
At Cannes, the Cinéma de la Plage, an outdoor cinema,
screens a different film each night - and, since 2010, even
the occasional world première – as part of its theme-based
programme. These open-air screenings are open to
everyone and represent a strong link with the general public.
The Festival has just turned 65, what is the secret to its
lasting success?
While maintaining a solid connection with its past, the Festival is very ready to take on board new and original concepts. Over the years, it has evolved, all the while seeking
to preserve its core values: a passion for cinema, the discovery of new talent, and the bringing together of professionals and journalists from around the world with the aim
of contributing to the creation and distribution of films.
During every new edition, projects are conceived, experiences are shared and different cultures are discovered: it
is this dynamism that makes the Festival de Cannes a true
reflection of its time.

THE JURY

F E AT U R E
STEVEN SPIELBERG
Director

F I L M

PRESIDENT OF THE JURY

One of the industry’s most successful and influential filmmakers, Steven Spielberg has directed,
produced, or executive produced some of the top-grossing films of all time, including Jurassic
Park, E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial and Jaws. He is a three-time Academy Award® winner, earning
Oscars® for Best Director and Best Picture for Schindler’s List, and an Oscar® for Best Director
for Saving Private Ryan. Spielberg is a three-time DGA Award winner for his work on The Color Purple, Schindler’s List,
and Saving Private Ryan. He has also been honored with Academy Award nominations for Best Director for E.T., Raiders
of the Lost Ark, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Munich,and Lincoln. He is a recipient of the DGA’s Lifetime Achievement Award, the PGA’s David O. Selznick Achievement Award in Motion Pictures, the American Film Institute’s Lifetime
Achievement Award, the prestigious Irving G. Thalberg Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
and a Kennedy Center Honor.

NAOMI KAWASE
Director
Born and raised in Nara, Japan,
Naomi KAWASE became in
1997 the youngest winner of the
Camera d’Or at Festival de
Cannes with her first feature SUZAKU. Ten years later she
came back with her 4th feature, MOGARI (The Mourning
Forest) and received the Grand Prix. She also received the
Carrosse d’Or from the Directors’ Fortnight in 2009. One
of her many documentary works, GENPIN (2010), received the FIPRESCI Prize at the San Sebastian International
Film Festival in 2010. In 2012, her new film HANEZU and
GENPIN were internationally released, as well as KAWASE’s retrospective was held at la Cinémathèque Française.. Besides being a filmmaker, Naomi KAWASE is also
the founder of the Nara International Film Festival in
which she welcomes and collaborates with young emerging filmmakers from all over the world as the project’s
producer.

DANIEL AUTEUIL
Actor

CHRISTOPH WALTZ
Actor
Christoph Waltz received an Academy
Award, Golden Globe
Award and BAFTA for
best supporting actor for his recent portrayal of
Dr. Schultz in Quentin Tarantino's Django Unchained. His first film with Tarantino, Inglorious
Basterds, introduced Waltz to worldwide audiences after working in European television, film
and theatre for over three decades. Waltz was
recognized by the Academy, SAG, BAFTA, Hollywood Foreign Press Association and Cannes
Film Festival as best supporting actor for his
work in Inglorious Basterds. Additional recent
film credits include Carnage, directed by
Roman Polanski; The Three Musketeers, directed by Paul W.S. Anderson; Water For Elephants, directed by Francis Lawrence and The
Green Hornet, directed by Michel Gondry.
Waltz has recently completed production on
Terry Gilliam's Zero Theorem.

Star of stage and screen Daniel Auteuil first achieved success with Jean de Florette (César for
Best Actor) and Manon des sources by Claude Berri in 1986. There followed a succession of 80
roles alongside the greats, Claude Sautet’s Un coeur en hiver, André Téchiné’s My Favorite Season, Patrice Chéreau’s Queen Margot and Christian Vincent’s La Séparation, picking up Best
Male Actor in 1996 at Cannes for The Eighth Day by Jaco Van Dormael. Since then his major performances have included Patrice Leconte’s Girl on the Bridge (César for Best Actor), The Adversary by Nicole Garcia, 36th Precinct by Olivier Marchal, Hidden by Michael Haneke, Le Placard by Francis Veber and more recently Christian Duguay’s Jappeloup.
He stepped behind the camera to direct La Fille du puisatier in 2009, and has just finished Marius et Fanny, an adaptation of the work by Marcel Pagnol.

NICOLE KIDMAN
Actress
Academy Award winning actress Nicole Kidman is recognized
worldwide for her range
and versatility in film, television and on stage.
Her film credits include Stephen Daldry’s The
Hours, Baz Luhrmann’s Moulin Rouge! Alejandro Amenabar’s The Others, Gus Van Sant’s To
Die For, Jonathan Glazer’s Birth, Anthony Minghella’s Cold Mountain, Robert Benton’s Billy
Bathgate, Steven Shainberg’s Fur: An Imaginary
Portrait of Diane Arbus ; Sydney Pollack’s The
Interpreter, Lars von Trier’s Dogville ; Stanley Kubrick’s Eyes Wide Shut ; Jane Campion’s The
Portrait of a Lady; Harold Becker’s Malice ;John
Cameron Mitchell Rabbit Hole, developed by
Kidman’s Blossom Films production company,
Lee Daniel’s The Paperboy and Park chanWook’s Stoker. She recently finished filming
Grace of Monaco, and wrapped production on
Before I Go To Sleep alongside Colin Firth.

ANG LEE
Director
Ang Lee was born in Pingtung
County, Taiwan. The son of a
high school principal with traditional ideas about education, Lee chose to study theater in America instead.
He went on to get an M.F.A. in film at NYU. In 1990,
Lee made his first feature, Pushing Hands.His films include The Wedding Banquet (Golden Bear, Berlin Film
Festival), Eat Drink Man Woman, Sense and Sensibility
(Golden Bear), The Ice Storm, Ride with the Devil,
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (Oscar, Best Foreign
Film), Hulk, Brokeback Mountain (Golden Lion, Venice
Film Festival and Oscar, Best Director), Lust, Caution
(Golden Lion), Taking Woodstock and Life of Pi (Oscar,
Best Director). He is currently preparing Tyrant, a pilot
for the FX Network. He lives in New York.

CRISTIAN MUNGIU
Director

Cristian Mungiu born in lasi, Romania, first studied English language and literature at the University and worked for a while as a teacher and journalist. Later on he moved to Bucharest and
studied film at the Film and Theatre Academy - shooting several short films after graduation.
His first feature, Occident, was premiered in Quinzaine des Realisateurs in Cannes in 2002 and
was an audience hit in Romania. In 2007, his second feature, 4 month, 3 weeks and 2 days, was awarded the Palme
d’Or in Cannes. Several other awards followed, including the European Film Academy awards for best film and best director. He returned to Cannes in 2009 as a producer with the collective film Tales from the Golden Age and as a writer-director in 2012 with Beyond the Hills - double awarded for Best Screenplay and Best actresses.

LYNNE RAMSAY
Director
Born in Glasgow, Lynne Ramsay is considered one of the British most original and exciting
voices working in Independent cinema today. She has a
long running relationship with Cannes winning the Prix
de Jury in 1996 for her graduation film, the short Small
Deaths and in 1998 for her third short Gasman. Her
debut feature film Ratcatcher premiered in Un Certain
Regard (2000) winning Special Mention. We need to
talk about Kevin was the only British film nominated for
the Palm d'Or in official competition in 2011. It received
several BAFTA nomination and won 'Best Director' at the
British independent Film awards, 'Best film' at LONDON
Film Festival and 'Best Screenplay' from the Writers Guild
of Great Britain Lynne Ramsay's recent short film Swimmer commissioned by the Cultural Olympiad of Great
Britain (2012) won the BAFTA (2013) for Best short film.

VIDYA BALAN
Actress
Vidya Balan made a
stunning debut in Parineeta in 2005, since
then she has acted in
several successful movies including blockbusters
like Lage Raho Munnabhai and Bhool Bhulaiya.
Over the past five years, Vidya has portrayed five
diverse roles to wide commercial and critical
acclaim - Paa (2009), Ishqiya (2010), No One
Killed Jessica (2011), The Dirty Picture (2011),
and Kahaani (2012). She is already spoken of
as one of the living legends of Indian cinema,
having conquered the box office and wowed the
critics with movies that are centered around her
performance, while winning every major acting
award in India for four years in a row. Vidya’s
next film is the quirky comedy Ghanchakkar, releasing worldwide on June 28th 2013. She is
currently filming for a romantic comedy Shaadi
Ke Side Effects, slated to release in December.

OFFICIAL SELECTION 2013
A L L

T H E

COMPETITION
BEHIND THE CANDELABRA directed by Steven SODERBERGH
BORGMAN directed by Alex VAN WARMERDAM
GRIGRIS directed by Mahamat-Saleh HAROUN
HELI directed by Amat ESCALANTE
INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS directed by Ethan COEN, Joel COEN
JEUNE & JOLIE (YOUNG & BEAUTIFUL) directed by François
OZON
JIMMY P. (PSYCHOTHERAPY OF A PLAINS INDIAN) directed
by Arnaud DESPLECHIN
LA GRANDE BELLEZZA (THE GREAT BEAUTY) directed by
Paolo SORRENTINO
LA VÉNUS À LA FOURRURE (VENUS IN FUR) directed by
Roman POLANSKI
LA VIE D'ADÈLE - CHAPITRE 1 & 2 (BLUE IS THE WARMEST
COLOUR) directed by Abdellatif KECHICHE
LE PASSÉ (THE PAST) directed by Asghar FARHADI
MICHAEL KOHLHAAS directed by Arnaud DES PALLIÈRES
NEBRASKA directed by Alexander PAYNE
ONLY GOD FORGIVES directed by Nicolas WINDING REFN
ONLY LOVERS LEFT ALIVE directed by Jim JARMUSCH
SOSHITE CHICHI NI NARU (Like Father, Like Son) directed by
KORE-EDA Hirokazu
THE IMMIGRANT directed by James GRAY
TIAN ZHU DING (A TOUCH OF SIN) directed by JIA Zhangke
UN CHÂTEAU EN ITALIE (A CASTLE IN ITALY) directed by
Valeria BRUNI TEDESCHI
WARA NO TATE (Shield of Straw) directed by Takashi MIIKE
UN CERTAIN REGARD
AS I LAY DYING directed by James FRANCO
BENDS directed by Flora LAU
DAST-NEVESHTEHAA NEMISOOSAND (Manuscripts Don’t
Burn) directed by Mohammad RASOULOF
DEATH MARCH directed by Adolfo ALIX JR.
FRUITVALE STATION directed by Ryan COOGLER
GRAND CENTRAL directed by Rebecca ZLOTOWSKI
L'IMAGE MANQUANTE (The missing picture) directed by Rithy
PANH
L'INCONNU DU LAC (Stranger by the Lake) directed by Alain
GUIRAUDIE
LA JAULA DE ORO directed by Diego QUEMADA-DIEZ
LES SALAUDS (BASTARDS) directed by Claire DENIS
MIELE directed by Valeria GOLINO
MY SWEET PEPPER LAND directed by Hiner SALEEM
NORTE, HANGGANAN NG KASAYSAYAN (NORTE, THE END
OF HISTORY) directed by Lav DIAZ
OMAR directed by Hany ABU-ASSAD
SARAH PRÉFÈRE LA COURSE (SARAH PREFERS TO RUN)
directed by Chloé ROBICHAUD
THE BLING RING directed by Sofia COPPOLA
TORE TANZT (NOTHING BAD CAN HAPPEN) directed by Katrin GEBBE
WAKOLDA directed by Lucía PUENZO
OUT OF COMPETITION
ALL IS LOST directed by J.C CHANDOR
BLIND DETECTIVE directed by Johnnie TO
BLOOD TIES directed by Guillaume CANET

S E L E C T I O N

LE DERNIER DES INJUSTES (THE LAST OF THE UNJUST)
directed by Claude LANZMANN
MONSOON SHOOTOUT directed by Amit KUMAR
THE GREAT GATSBY directed by Baz LUHRMANN
ZULU directed by Jérôme SALLE

SPECIAL SCREENINGS
BOMBAY TALKIES directed by Zoya AKHTAR, Dibakar BANERJEE, Karan JOHAR, Anurag KASHYAP
MAX ROSE directed by Daniel NOAH
MUHAMMAD ALI'S GREATEST FIGHT directed by Stephen
FREARS
OTDAT KONCI (BITE THE DUST) directed by Taisia IGUMENTSEVA
SEDUCED AND ABANDONED directed by James TOBACK
STOP THE POUNDING HEART directed by Roberto MINERVINI
WEEKEND OF A CHAMPION directed by Frank SIMON

CINEFONDATION
ASUNCIÓN directed by Camila LUNA TOLEDO
AU-DELÀ DE L’HIVER (AFTER THE WINTER) directed by JOW
Zhi Wei
BABAGA directed by Gan DE LANGE
CONTRAFÁBULA DE UNA NIÑA DISECADA (FABLE OF A
BLOOD-DRAINED GIRL) directed by Alejandro IGLESIAS MENDIZÁBAL
DANSE MACABRE directed by Malgorzata RZANEK
DUET directed by Navid DANESH
EN ATTENDANT LE DÉGEL (Waiting for the Thaw) directed by
Sarah HIRTT
EXIL (EXILE) directed by Vladilen VIERNY
GOING SOUTH directed by Jefferson MONEO
ÎN ACVARIU (IN THE FISHBOWL) directed by Tudor Cristian
JURGIU
MAÑANA TODAS LAS COSAS (TOMORROW ALL THE
THINGS) directed by Sebastián SCHJAER
NEEDLE directed by Anahita GHAZVINIZADEH
O ŠUNCE (HAM STORY) directed by Eliška CHYTKOVÁ
PANDY (PANDAS) directed by Matúš VIZÁR
SEON (THE LINE) directed by KIM Soo-Jin
STEPSISTER directed by Joey IZZO
THE MAGNIFICENT LION BOY directed by Ana CARO
THE NORM OF LIFE directed by Evgeny BYALO

SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION
37°4 S directed by Adriano VALERIO
BISHTAR AZ DO SAAT (MORE THAN TWO HOURS) directed
by Ali ASGARI
CONDOM LEAD directed by Mohammed ABUNASSER (ARAB),
Ahmad ABUNASSER (TARZAN)
HVALFJORDUR (WHALE VALLEY) directed by Gudmundur
Arnar GUDMUNDSSON
INSEKI TO IMPOTENCE (METEORITE + IMPOTENCE)
directed by Omoi SASAKI
MONT BLANC directed by Gilles COULIER
OLENA directed by Elzbieta BENKOWSKA
OPHELIA directed by Annarita ZAMBRANO
SAFE directed by Byoung-Gon MOON

THE GREAT GATSBY

"The Great Gatsby" follows would-be writer Nick Carraway as he leaves the Midwest
and comes to New York City in the spring of 1922, an era of loosening morals, glittering jazz, bootleg kings, and sky-rocketing stocks. Chasing his own American
Dream, Nick lands next door to a mysterious, party-giving millionaire, Jay Gatsby,
and across the bay from his cousin, Daisy, and her philandering, blue-blooded husband, Tom Buchanan. It is thus that Nick is drawn into the captivating world of the
super rich, their illusions, loves
and deceits. As Nick bears witness, within and without of the
world he inhabits, he pens a
tale of impossible love, incorruptible dreams and highoctane tragedy, and holds a
mirror to our own modern times
and struggles.

INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS

The life of a young folk singer as he navigates the Greenwich Village folk scene of
1961. Llewyn Davis is at a crossroads. Guitar in tow, huddled against the unforgiving New York winter, he is struggling to make it as a musician against seemingly
insurmountable obstacles-some of them of his own making. Living at the mercy of
both friends and strangers, scaring up what
work he can find, Llewyn's misadventures take
him from the basket
houses of the Village to
an empty Chicago club
- on an odyssey to audition for music mogul
Bud
Grossman-and
back again.

BEHIND THE CANDELABRA

Before Elvis, before Elton John, Madonna and Lady Gaga, there was Liberace: virtuoso pianist, outrageous entertainer and flamboyant star of stage and television.
Liberace lived lavishly
and embraced a lifestyle of excess both on
and off stage. In summer 1977, handsome
young stranger Scott
Thorson walked into his
dressing room and, despite their age difference and seemingly
different worlds, the two
embarked on a secretive five-year love affair.

BARGAIN TRAVEL TIPS
ON THE
FRENCH RIVIERA
AND BEYOND...
BY FRANCINE HUFFMAN

Little did I know when I watched an old black and white news
reel of the Cannes Film Festival way back in 1970 that I
would be forever captivated by France, in general, and especially by the jewel box known as Provence and the French Riviera. Four decades later, I’m still drawn to that magical
paradise by the Mediterranean that boasts clear blue skies;
produce so fresh that it talks back to you, majestic villas of
bygone days, a multitude of world-class museums, and ancient perched villages that defy description. If you’re heading
to that part of the world, or to Cannes to catch a glimpse of
the stars or to attend the festivities yourself, I have a few travel
tips and some encouraging information to share based on
my own personal experiences during a recent two-month stay
in Nice with my companion.

As for all those delectable French delicacies and the irresistible Bordeaux that I consumed to excess each and every
day, I was pleasantly shocked to learn that I had lost six
pounds upon my return to the U.S.A. I attribute the weight
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loss entirely to the fact that we walked and took buses, trams,
and trains everywhere. Renting an automobile is not necessary if you stay on the Cote d’Azur or in any major city along
the Mediterranean. Because the price of gasoline is now over
nine dollars per gallon, public transportation is definitely the
way to go.

Our art deco-inspired apartment was located just a half block
from the sea and the Promenade des Anglais, a twenty-five
minute walk to the train station, and at least twenty minutes
to the Place Massena where we caught a city bus to travel to
nearby towns and villages, and then would walk everywhere
upon arrival. We roughly estimated that we walked from five
to ten miles daily. Occasionally, when we were wiped out from
exhaustion, or if it was late at night, we would walk back to
the local train station for our return trip to Nice. Our first secret to successful sight-seeing is to purchase a one-day pass
on those double-decker tour buses upon arriving in any large
city such as Nice, and then hop on and off to explore various
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landmarks independently. This is the best
way to get the lay of the land in any place
that is new to you. The biggest bargain
ever is the Cote d’Azur intercity bus line
that you can take from Menton, (the town
closest to the Italian border), to Grasse in
the heart of Provence, for the price of one
Euro, approximately $1.28! Those buses
are clean and comfortable and most of
them run up and down the Riviera from
early morning to 1:00 am in many cities.
The only organized excursion we took
was a five-day trip to Tuscany booked
through a company called Phoceens
which included travel on a luxurious tour
bus with an entertaining and informative
chauffeur, (Jean-Francois), and lodging in
a charming 200 year-old fully renovated
villa located next to a monastery in Siena.
Our tour included all sight-seeing, all
breakfasts and four-course dinners at the
Villa San Lucchese for less than $800 per
person...another veritable bargain! Many
of the ancient towns and villages we visited were off the beaten path and would
be nearly impossible for folks like us to
navigate the hairpin roads and vertiginous heights on our own. It was a joy and
a relief to leave the driving to someone
else and to relax for a change. We also
took a one-day tour to Portofino, Italy,
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and another to Provence to visit Gourdon, TourrettesSur-Loup, the Fragonard Perfumerie in Grasse, and
went for wine tasting and a private tour of a small family-owned vineyard in St. Paul-de-Vence. Again, it was
a relief to not have to navigate those tricky roads to find
those places on our own!
We do not recommend taking the all-night bus to
Barcelona, however, because you just might find yourself in the middle of a major drug bust as we did when
the bus stopped at the train station in Marseille for a
scheduled restroom break, when seven agents boarded
the bus with a drug-sniffing dog that charged down the
aisle and detected twelve people in possession of contraband! Those people were interrogated and escorted
away, one at a time, and never seen again. This trip that
normally takes nine hours took twelve, but provided me
with enough fodder for my own sequel to “The French
Connection.”
Now that we’re back home and have had ample time
to reflect upon our recent adventures, we agree that
what we miss most is the unbeatable lifestyle...the ease
of sight-seeing, museum-hopping, and the ability to
walk out the front door each morning to shop at the
nearby farmers’ market to buy fresh fruits and vegetables, to visit the specialty shops, to purchase freshly
baked baguettes and croissants, astounding varieties of
meats and deli items, our favorite cheeses from Normandy, and the regional wines. Oh, the scenery’s not
bad either! Bon Voyage!
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Artesanos del Vino Valencia (Craftsmen of Vino Valencia), was born in 2000 with the firm intention to make
Frothy Wine through a traditional and complex method
called Champanoise, thought for a global market with
a markedly innovating mentality.
During these years without haste but without pause, we
have surpassed all the disadvantages and procedures
necessary to build our facilities that meet the optimal
conditions to elaborate a very high quality frothy, looking to satisfy the most demanding palates. The warehouse is located in the Plano del Rebollar, municipal
term of Requena, province of Valencia, Spain
We commercialize our product through our brands ONE
and 24K looking for the maximum quality levels, developing variants from high quality frothy that differentiates
us from other manufacturers and generating new sensations in our clients.
One is a product created to satisfy the consumer
through extreme wine selection, long and slow fermentation and a modern image for a global market in continuous move. We only produce the types: Brut and Brut
Nature, we don’t add any liquor to the last one so it fully
maintains its natural quality and flavour.
One Strawberry is our last creation, is a frothy one with
an elegant fruity touch.

Made for exclusive life

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
BRENDA LILO
email: iloulux@gmail.com

24K with its gold flakes, it has secured an important media repercussion within the last gastronomic tendency
by quality and innovation. It is well known in Spain the
tradition of making a toast by putting inside the glass a
golden ring, as symbol of future wealth.
For centuries, it has existed an exhaustive search of a
liquor, an elixir to obtain immortality and eternal youth
through gold, attributing to it aphrodisiac powers and
helping to re-balance the positive energy to the organism.The Spanish Monarch Felipe II elaborated an “elixir”
with his own blood and particles of gold in search of
eternal youth

RESIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR IS A LIFESTYLE CONCEPT DESIGNED BY LIFESTYLE DESIGNER RICHARD NILSSON, FOR MEN AND WOMEN
SEEKING INFORMAL, SOPHISTICATED TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION SOLUTIONS. THE RANGE OF INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED RESORTS
HAS BEEN SELECTED TO DELIGHT ALL THE SENSES. THE CONCEPT OF RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR REFLECTS THIS APPROACH, COMBINING MODERN ELEMENTS WITH CLASSIC STYLE.
RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR

IS DRIVEN BY PASSION TO OFFER THE BEST DESIGNED PROPERTIES, IN TOP LOCATIONS, WITH THE BEST

SERVICE THAT CAN BE ARRANGED.

THE

RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR IN ORDER
YOUR VACATION CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH BUTLERS, EXCLUSIVE CAR FLEETS,
MICHELIN CLASS CHEFS, PRIVATE JETS, BODY GUARDS AND ANY OTHER SERVICE THAT CAN BE REQUIRED.
PROPERTIES ARE OWNED OR INTERIOR DESIGNED BY

TO SECURE THE ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND QUALITY.

C ANNES

V I LL A OXYGENE

Villa Oxygene, designed by one of France most renowned architects, is located in beautiful, spacious enclosed grounds
(3,900 m2). The villa has 450 m2 of floor space and has 8 luxury bedrooms and a garden house. Each bedroom has a sea
view and a private bathroom with a Jacuzzi. The villa has wireless Internet access, cable TV, gym and an outdoor barbecue.

The villa is elegant and designed to the last detail, with high standard. It has an expansive terrace for comfortable outdoor living and
a large, refreshing pool with a pool house. The villa has a BBQ and
a bar. The villa has wireless Internet access, cable TV, gym and an
outdoor barbecue.
LOCATION

THINGS TO DO

Super Cannes is the most elegant residential area in the vicinity of
Cannes, just 10 minutes drive from La Croisette. Despite its proximity
to the center, Super Cannes is a quiet, peaceful area without noisy
traffic and close to excellent golf facilities.

Besides the services you have specially requested, we offer many
ready-made activities at your resort. These include:

Golf · Skiing · Formula 1 Weekend · HeliGourmet Fine Dining ·
Shopping · Yachting · Spa & Relaxation
WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES

Let Résidence Supérieur organize and brand your next event or
conference, whether it's a sales conference, a business meeting,
VIP hosting or a wedding.

We are a well-established and respected company in the conference and event market. Résidence Supérieur makes the difference to an event and enables your planning and implementation to run smoothly. We create the best surroundings and
facilities to ensure that your conference or function creates the right impact.

Villa Oxygene offers comfortable seating for as many as 100 people, and
up to 200 guests for cocktails. The excellent lighting and sound system is
suitable for an exclusive lounge atmosphere, or if you prefer we will turn the
cozy ambiance into the hottest nightclub in Cannes.
The environment can be totally tailored after your specific needs, from your
choice of dining, lighting, and music to
your favorite musicians.

What's Included?
Your accommodation at Villa Oxygene
24/7 driver service in Cannes

N ECKER ISL AND

BRITISH VIRGIN ISL ANDS

The Great House is a majestic, airy Balinese villa that sits on Devil’s Hill and boasts panoramic views of the Caribbean, the
Atlantic Ocean and neighboring islands. These islands are host to five
beautiful private villas that are built in authentic Balinese style. While
some may enjoy island walking, kayaking and sailing; others may
enjoy activities such as snorkeling, tennis and windsurfing
Whether you’re inside your private villa, or outside enjoying the beautiful surroundings, enjoy formal or informal drinking and dining. Why
not eat lunch on a floating sushi bar, have cocktails while watching
the sun set over the ocean, and end the day with a fantastic dinner of
your choice.
LOCATION

Necker Island, Sir Richard Branson’s Private Island paradise, is situated
in the British Virgin Islands. At 74 acres, this stunning and unspoiled area
of the Caribbean sits in turquoise waters surrounded by coral reefs and
fringed with beautiful white sandy beaches. Necker can become your own
private hideaway; away from the stresses and strains of daily life.
THINGS TO DO

Every day you can enjoy activities such as:
Island walking · Sailing · Windsurfing · Kite Surfing · Water Skiing ·
Wakeboarding · Surfing · Tennis · Snorkeling · Gymnasium · Kayaking
WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES

Can you think of a better place to get married than Necker Island? We
hope not, because we love weddings! Sir Richard Branson married his
wife Joan on Turtle Beach, arriving at the ceremony clinging to a helicopter! And because every wedding is by definition
unique and personal, we prefer to tailor each request especially for the Bride and Groom.
This is your chance to let your inspiration run riot, as we delight in pulling off the seemingly impossible!

What's Included?
Your accommodation · All meals and drinks (both alcoholic and other) · Return boat transfers from Virgin Gorda or Beef
Island (Tortola) airports · Laundry facilities (dry cleaning not available) · Business facilities, wireless Internet in the Great
House · 7% local tax · A team of approximately 60 fabulous staff

U LUSABA

SOUTH AFRIC A

Ulusaba has 21 rooms and suites spread over two lodges. Rock Lodge is 'Heaven in Heaven', perched high on the summit
of a koppie with views overlooking the South African bush below.
Nearly 500 metres away is
Safari Lodge, known as
'Heaven on Earth'. Built
along the banks of a dry
riverbed, Safari Lodge
guests cross swing bridges
between the exquisite tree
house style rooms. For the
ultimate experience, guests
can share their time between both lodges.
LOCATION

Ulusaba Private Game Reserve is located in the western sector of the Sabi Sand Reserve. We're close to Kruger National
Park which is in the Mpumalanga province of South Africa.
THINGS TO DO

When not occupied on a walking safari or twice daily game drive,
take a dip in the swimming pools or indulge in a spa treatment.
For the more active, there are tennis courts and gyms available.
Try a few South African wines from the wine cellar and after dinner
enjoy a spot of stargazing at the bush observatory.

WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES

Get up close and personal with the elephants at Elephant Whispers, see the Cascades and Canyons by helicopter or visit Blyde
River Canyon. For a more authentic Shangaan experience, visit the
local villages surrounding the Sabi Sand Game Reserve on a Community Tour and support Ulusaba's charitable project, Pride 'n Purpose.

We love weddings at Ulusaba, and what could be more spectacular or evocative than a ceremony in the African Bush!
Getting married at Ulusaba is the kind of wedding your guests will be talking about for years to come.
Say 'I do' under the romantic canopy of an Amarula tree,
surrounded by flaming bamboo torches, and announced
by the beat of African drums. Few settings evoke a more
perfect romantic atmosphere than listening to the animals
whilst sipping champagne and watching the sun go down.

What's Included?
Transfers from Ulusaba's airstrip to either Rock or Safari
Lodge · Your accommodations at one of our beautiful
lodges · All meals served in a variety of locations · All
drinks including a top quality wine list and fine champagne
· Twice daily game drives and a daily safari walk · Laundry
service (no dry cleaning available) · Really nice staff!

T HE LODGE

VERBIER, SWITZERL AND

Located on the top floor, both Master Suites have private balconies set against a stunning mountain backdrop - perfect for
intimate dining in summer. The living areas feature
beautiful centerpiece fireplaces and comfy sofas to relax
on chilly evenings. Each suite comes with spacious bathrooms, including huge soaking tubs, rain showers and a
range of toiletries including all of the essentials you may
have forgotten to pack.
Verbier itself is part of the four valleys in the Swiss Alps.
The town of Verbier has over 40 restaurants and lots of
other activities.

LOCATION

The Lodge, Verbier is situated at an altitude of approximately 1,500m in
the Valais region of southwestern Switzerland - 51 miles or 82 kilometres
east of Geneva as the crow flies.
The Lodge is perched high in the Swiss Alps in a forested area just a five
minute walk from the town center of Verbier, and only 250m from the
main Medran lift station.

THINGS TO DO

Relaxation at The Lodge is essential after a busy day on the mountains. The indoor pool, steam room and indoor and outdoor
Jacuzzis promise sublime levels of relaxation. Active types can also wind down in the gym or try their hand at croquet on the
lawn in summer.In the winter months, children can also take to skates or the adults can enjoy a spot of curling on The
Lodge's own mini ice rink. Everyone can chill out in the party area,
with books, games, DVDs, the latest games consoles and a karaoke
machine or relax in the living room in front of an open fire.
WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES

Say ' I do' in the Swiss Alps! Whether you're dreaming of a white
wedding or tying the knot in the alpine summer, celebrate in style
with up to 18 of your closest friends and family. After exchanging
vows in Le Châble - 15 minute drive away, just sit back and relax
while we host a party to remember! If you've already celebrated the
big day, hire the Master Suite in summer for the ultimate honeymoon escape.

What's Included?
Accommodations at The Lodge · Breakfast, light lunch, afternoon tea and dinner · All drinks including a top quality wine list
and house champagne · 24-hour driver service within Verbier · All local taxes

YOU DESERVE IT

FOR RESERVATIONS AT ANY OF THE PROPERTIES
CALL +377 680 86 10 95
INFO@RESIDENCESUPERIEUR.COM
WWW.RESIDENCESUPERIEUR.COM

WOMEN’S WORLD PEACE
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
WRITTEN BY TREASURE OWENS

The Women’s World Peace Global Partnership is a global
consortium of dedicated Women (and Men) who believe
that we can all actually “Modify Negative Human Behavior” and improve the world if we all simply agree to embark
on a journey to commit to such a mission. We have set out
to partner with the World and co-create World Peace
Theme Programs, Peace Initiatives, Projects and Events that
will magnify the “Voices of Reason”, help benefit our Global
Youth and increase all efforts to
improve the overall human condition. Our Mission is clear, direct and straightforward to
simply "Make World Peace Marketable" and we invite all likeminded souls to Join Our Global
Network and Help Build World
Peace.

We are proud to unveil plans for
our "Women's World Peace
Global Partnership Launch" in
Jamaica, September 26 until
October 1, 2013 at the Sunset
Jamaica Grande, Resort and
Spa and "You’re Invited to Attend"! This will be an exciting six day -- long peaceful, funfilled “Escape to Paradise” and “Escape from the Ordinary”
that will feature LVH Media VIP Receptions and Mixers cohosted by Las Vegas Hollywood Magazine (LVH), along
with Peace Advocacy Forums, Keynote Speakers, Dinner
Parties, After Parties, Fashion Galas, Live Music, Dance Celebrations, a “Legacy of the Legend” Jackson Family Foundation, “Michael Jackson Theme” World Peace Tribute,
Local Jamaican Tours, Boating, Fishing, Swimming, all you
can eat and drink and so much more! Get your complete
“All Inclusive Resort” package rates, event itinerary, news,
tickets and updates at: www.WomensWorldPeace.com.

In terms of our Women’s World Peace Global Mission &
Purpose, this project is primarily a global marketing campaign designed to rally “World Peace Advocacy” and
should not to be mistaken at all for an “Anti-War Demonstration” or some new political finger pointing contest. It
should however be fully acknowledged, fully understood
and fully recognized as a brand new conceptually fresh and
hot new, “Female Spin” on the subjects of World Peace
Building and World Peace Social Networking.
Our goal is to simply “Make World Peace Marketable” byall-means legal and civil through all media applications we
can employ. Our Women's World Peace Movement is a true

genuine celebration and advocacy of "Global Peace, Love
& Unity" at its very core and nothing less, but truly so much
more.

We believe it's time to specifically rally all female "Peace
Builders" the world over in particular to help mankind continue to co-create Global Peace Building Campaigns, cocreate Epic Concert Events,
produce Charitable Fundraisers
and most of all "Increase Peace
Building Partnerships" for all
mankind. Yes, "MEN" are also
invited to JOIN. We can’t establish World Peace without male
participation.

Our Women's World Peace
Global Partnership and its WomensWorldPeace.com Social Network are "World Peace Advocacy
Projects & Global Marketing
Campaigns" co-created and coproduced by Don Thornton,
Founder & CEO of Thornton &
Associates Marketing and Treasure Owens, Founder & CEO of
P.O.W.E.R.S. Women's Network. P.O.W.E.R.S. Women's Network is a Non-Profit Tax Exempt Charitable Women's Network in operation for over 21
years, officially established in
1992 by Treasure Owens to
allow women entrepreneurs to
network, grow and promote
their businesses.
We also serve the community
via our partnership with
P.O.W.E.R.S. Network Inc.
P.O.W.E.R.S. Network Inc. is a
multidisciplinary entrepreneurial educational program addressing the needs of children
who are considered at-riskyouth. Every year, P.O.W.E.R.S.
Network Inc., host special
events and programs to allow
entrepreneurs to network and
promote their business and showcase their services.

The organization's mission is to provide outstanding youth
mentoring and quality services, activities, workshops, symposiums and Toy Drives for students who are considered atrisk. We help them to dream, achieve, grow and
succeed in school, business and life. We also
produce and/or co-produce special events and
entertainment industry collaborations for teens
to highlight their talents such as the Annual Rising Star Music Awards, founded by LA Youth Advocate Sheila Ferguson which will be celebrating
its 5th Anniversary on July 20, 2013 at the Sheraton Gateway LAX in Los Angeles, California.

PRESENTING THE 5th ANNUAL RISING STAR MUSIC AWARDS
WRITTEN BY: LYN FEARS

While there are lots of exciting old, new
and historic Award Shows that exist
these days and continue to deliver hot
new talent to the global market place,
this particular Rising Star Music Awards
Show was developed with a much
greater concern for young aspiring
artist’s total career development, music
industry knowledge and participants educational priorities. Rising Star Music
Awards recognizes, acknowledges and
"Gives Honor to Young Entertainers" in
the categories of
Singing, Rapping
and Dancing but
also demands that
participating youth
maintain acceptable
academic
standards in order
to participate.

Women’s Network, Inc., along with her
RSMA President & Talent Coordinator
“Lewis Carter,” among others.

"Rising Star" Music Awards is celebrating
its fifth (5th) year and has become an
annual and very popular "Red Carpet
Marquee Event" that has provided a
place for Artists of all ages to come together once a year to "Walk the Red Carpet," have their Photos taken among the
stars and get Interviewed by Media
Companies in attendance
each
year.
projects that will be beneficial to Global
Youth for years to come with a mutual
Participating Artist emphasis on “Youth Academic Achievecan Audition live ment” and the co-development of a
and/or Register on “Youth Scholarship Program.”
Line to enter the
RSMA competition. These two entertainment themed chariSimilar
to
the ties have set out to collaborate on a
RSMA hosts with John Wilson
Rising Star Music
Grammys, Ameri- Global
Entertainment,
Academic
Awards was founded and fully estab- can Music Awards and others, standard Achievement and Youth Advocacy Camlished by popular Los Angeles “Youth Nomination Forms are submitted each paign built around Music, Dance, EduAdvocate” Sheila Ferguson almost five year on behalf of Rising Star Music cation and the Visual Arts as the catalyst
years ago after having gone through var- Awards Nominees and are then given to of their relationship. Jackson Family
ious evolutions in varying forms begin- a Special Committee to choose the Top Foundation President & Co-Founder
ning with Sheila’s successful “Jamming’ Artists to perform live at the Awards. All Simon Sahouri and Rising Star Music
for Kids Sake” movement established Artists chosen to perform at the RSMA Awards Founder & CEO Sheila Ferguson
back in the early and late 90’s, onto the are guaranteed to receive a Trophy and first met back in 2007 during the 1st
Las Vegas Music Awards in 2007 and fi- a chance to be picked by a Panel of In- "Las Vegas Music Awards" produced by
nally culminating with the inaugural Ris- dustry Judges for the Title of "Artist of the Sheila Ferguson. They discussed "Youth
ing Star Music Awards in 2009. Sheila Year" in their respective categories. Empowerment & Academic Achievehas worked with multiple industry stars, Judges pick one winner on the day of the ment" back then and had wanted to
producers and coordinators over the Awards in the following Age Group, [Pre- work with each other ever since.
Teens - Teens - Adults] which totals three
Artists of the Year in their respective This year’s Annual Rising Star Music
brackets.
Award will take place in Los Angeles at
the Sheraton Gateway Hotel LAX July
Each year the Rising Star Music Awards 20, 2013 and will include outstanding
also presents the coveted "Rising Star young talent, surprise celebrity guests
Legend Award" in honor of outstanding and a dynamic Music & Film Industry
entertainment industry professionals and Workshop produced by Hollywood Filmlegends in their craft of which whose ca- maker, Producer and Song Writer “Tim
reers have left a positive and lasting Greene.”
mark on society and the entertainment
world. This year’s 2013 recipient of the In honor of the Rising Star Music
“Rising Star Music Award” is “Sir Keith Award’s fifth (5th) Anniversary,
Holman”, internationally known fashion P.O.W.E.R.S Women’s Network, LVH
designer and former fashion designer, Media and the Jackson Family Foundaadvisor and costume stylist for the leg- tion are partnering on behalf of a “Jackyears while also working with and main- endary “King of Pop, Michael Jackson.” son Family Foundation VIP Reception &
taining a 20 year business relationship
Fundraiser” at the Sheraton Gateway
with her Co-founder, Art Director, Web As of September of 2012, an exciting LAX immediately following the Rising
Master and Marketing Director “Don joint collaborative partnership between Star Music Awards with portions of the
Thornton” of Thornton & Associates the iconic "Jackson Family Foundation" net proceeds earmarked to benefit the
Marketing and her current Executive and the "Rising Star Music Awards" has Rising Star Music Awards & the Jackson
Producer & Chief Financial Officer been formed. These two charitable or- Family Foundation’s charitable missions.
“Treasure Owens” of P.O.W.E.R.S ganizations are teaming up on multiple
Get complete details, event itinerary,
tickets and sponsorship info at
www.RisingStarMusicAwards.com
and
www.JacksonFamilyFoundation.com

V ERONICA LOPEZ

BY KENNETH HALL

Big things often come in small packages and Lopez – known by
many as “La Consentida de la Banda” – is a perfect example.
This artist’s small stature contains a powerful voice and glowing,
room-brightening personality, both of which shine through her
music.

Lopez’s formidable song skills are rooted in a musical past that
extends back to the age of seven when she began what would
be a fruitful career by singing with Mariachi style music at her
family’s restaurant in the San Fernando Valley, CA. She has since expanded the scope of her music and honed her craft to
a fine edge. Veronica has performed around the world at cultural events, fairs, festivals, rallies, corporate functions and
private parties.

Lopez’s extensive range, style and passion for, her craft have been compared to that of popular vocalist the late Tejano
singing sensation Selena, as well as well-known artist Edie Gorme. Her ability to touch the hearts of both English and Spanish
speaking fans has drawn attention to Lopez as a talented cross-over singer/songwriter in both markets.
Veronica has received high acclaim for her original ballad, “America’s Glory, the Anthem,” now heard on radio stations
across the country. This original ballad is in both English and Spanish and has open the doors for Veronica to sing at the U.S
Capital, as well as be present for the closing performance on “May Day” in Los Angeles, California where Veronica Lopez
performed for over 600,000 attendees.

“YOU HAVE ALL OF UNIVISION BUZZING ABOUT YOUR MUSIC…
WE HAVE NEVER MET SOMEONE SO INSPIRING AND TALENTED”…
SENIOR PRODUCER OF UNIVISION, MIAMI JANUARY 2013

Recently, Veronica was invited to perform her newest original release from her up and coming album, written by her, “Mujeres
Sexys” on the networks of Univision and Telemundo Television and Radio of Miami after being well received on radio internationally. This original song sends a powerful message about women and image, this song speaks about loving yourself as
a woman and having belief in your dreams no matter what size you are. “Mujeres Sexys” with accompanying music video,
has drawn more attention to the creativity and new ideas this Latin artist brings to the table, but that’s not all, with 3 CD’s
on the market that include many of her original songs and ideas this singer knows that there is always more.
In December of 2012, Veronica was approached with a new project, and as always Veronica Lopez
went to work. “Steppin” another example of the ideas that keep flowing
from this talented singer, “Steppin” is the newest production led by Veronica
Lopez. In January of 2013 Veronica Lopez will release her original song
combined with vocals of the late great king of pop, Michael Jackson. This
song will be digitally distributed in both English and Spanish with availability
on all major download sites. With every digital download of “Steppin” a partial donation will be made to “The Jackson Family Foundation.”
All of Veronica’s hard work and creativity has resulted in international touring
opportunities, along with media attention from TV Azteca, TeveAmerica, Univision, Telemundo and other television stations in the United States and Mexico, plus airplay on well over 300 radio stations in the United States and
Mexico, Italy, Canada, Australia and Asia.

Veronica Lopez is a bi-lingual singer-songwriter who has lived in the Las Vegas
area for over a decade but continues leaving her footprints very well imprinted
on the hearts of many people from around the world.

Farrland Films Production
PRESENTS

BY CINDY BAI

DREAM WAGON (2013 post production)

Genre: 97 min - Action / western / love story

Two people see a green wagon that is oddly out of place in Palmdale, California.
They follow the wagon in their car and watch it disappear in front of their own
eyes. After doing some research, they knew it must
have been a spirit. A government agent called Gabriel
Samson hired by US Government in 1834 to eliminate the
bootleggers who were illegally selling liquor to the Indians on the Reservation.
Written, Directed and
Produced by Asad Farr

THE FLOWER (2013 Completed)

Genre: 26 min - Action / Drama / Musical

In 1865, a young, handsome Special Agent who falls in love with Mojave Indian Chief‘s daughter named Flower…
After several fights among agents and Indians, lost of loved ones between both sides, they decided have a huge ceremony
for Agent and Flower, at that point all the disagreement and angers dismiss, from that time everyone under the one umbrella
supporting the government creating Peace and Happiness to the Nation.
Written, Directed and Produced by Asad Farr

HAPPY DANGLING (2013 Filming)

Genre: 95 min - Drama / Documentary / Comedy

A young beautiful woman named Dangla got lost
in the middle of high desert who was exhausted
and depressed. Accidently, the young driver Danglo passed by to help her out. Between them, they
start a new adventure. The end of traveling, Danglo educated her enough to get involved with
movie productions and decided to travel to the
Eastern Country and bring the Production Company to exchange culture between Eastern and
Western civilization, creating a WIN WIN situation
for both sides.
Written, Directed and Produced by Asad Farr

THE HUNTED

Genre: 95 min - Thriller / horror
Log Line: A group of hunters travel to Mexico in search of game only to
find an unknown, much larger and far more dangerous creature is hunting them.
Plot: Jake, Gina, Michael, Chris and Ben head across the Mexican border to a remote desert hunting ground. While there they encounter a
giant, black apelike beast with a bad attitude and a taste for human
flesh. The beast destroys their camp and kills one of them and they are
forced to trek across the hostile desert as it shadows them. They find an
abandoned mine that shows signs of a massacre and are able to replenish their supply and strike out again. They stop to rest and are set upon
by Mexican bandits
who try to kill them.
The leader, Jake, gets
separated from the
others and they are
forced to continue on
without him. They
find an abandoned illegal drug complex
and begin to search
for more supplies
only to be attacked by the beast. The beast is driven off but at the cost of
losing everyone’s lives, except for Gena, until she realizes Ben is still alive.
Gena builds a makeshift litter and heads out dragging Ben’s injured body behind but soon realizes their only chance for survival is for her to hunt and kill
the beast. She leaves Ben with what’s left of the supplies and tracks the monster
to a mysterious, rugged and frightening trail that leads to a natural labyrinth,
where Gena does battle with the almost supernaturally strong and resilient
beast. Gena is able to kill it after a hard found battle and retrieve Ben from
the desert. As she leaves, heading towards a dilapidated highway, for her is
the road to their salvation. Forever changed by the experience, she hears an
indistinct howl in the distance that may or may not be the beast.
Written, Directed, Produced by: James Steven Beverly
Producers: Asad Farr and Pierre Mzadeh
Production Company: Farrland Films co production with Black Sky Pictures

Cindy Bai works as a professional in the following fields: Real Estate Investments, Insurance
and Accounting for many years, and especially
for overseas marketing. She is now an associate
of Farrland Films Production, Actress/Associate
Producer, LVH Magazine, Asian Marketing Department. Asad Farr, CEO of Farrland Films
Production, President of Movie Ranch, Palmdale, CA.
FARRLAND FILMS PRODUCTIONS
Dr. Asad Farr
virginiaranch2000@gmail.com

THORNTON & ASSOCIATES
MARKETING SERVICES
BY DEEMA BARAKAT

Thornton & Associates Marketing provides high quality graphic design, web development & innovative marketing solutions for a multiple range of corporate marketing needs. Thornton & Associates Marketing is your choice for affordable, better and creative graphic design, advertising and marketing solutions. Our talented team and national network
of marketing and media specialists can help you create a strong and recognizable brand for your business.
Thornton & Associates Marketing is a full-service firm providing complete
graphic design, art direction, web development, marketing consulting and
marketing packages for corporations, promotional events and services.
Thornton & Associates Marketing offers a full range of services covering
all aspects of product and service marketing, advertising and design.
Thornton & Associates Marketing is a consortium of world class Graphic
Designers, Art Directors, Marketing Directors, Web Masters, Event Programmers and Media Consultants. They will be happy to discuss in detail how
they can meet your advertising and marketing needs.
As an internationally known graphic designer, web developer and marketing
consultant, company founder, Don Thornton has provided for-profit businesses and non-profit businesses with superior graphics and marketing
campaigns for over 30 years.
Don and his talented team of marketing and media specialists can help
you upgrade your corporate profile and create a much more competitive
business image for your company, special events, products or services.
Thornton & Associates Marketing provides complete marketing packages
and understand that new media is an essential part of your business growth.
We will provide you with solutions that transcend traditional applications
while helping to power you into a more lucrative digital age.
Visit www.DonaldThornton.com for more information about Thornton &
Associates Marketing.
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Artistry Media Group Remembers

MICHAEL JACKSON
"Michael Jackson went
into orbit and never came
down. Though it ended
way too soon, Michael's
life was beautiful. Sure
there was some sad times
and maybe some questionable decisions on his
part, but Michael Jackson
accomplished everything
he dreamed of. The more
I think about Michael
and talk about Michael
the more I think that
'King of Pop' is not good
enough. I think he is
simply the greatest entertainer that ever lived."
BARRY GORDY

Artistry
Media
Group
Donald A. Barton
Principal
www.artistrymediagroup.com

AMG is a production and representation company for motion pictures, television programs, video games
and animation produced and distributed around the world.
The company operates with a business plan with respect to the production, acquisition, financing and
distribution of filmed entertainment to the worldwide marketplace with a slate of projects geared toward
all markets; theatrical, DVD, VOD and TV markets.
The company develops, funds and produces a diverse array of intellectual property and films worldwide,
including United States, Canada, Thailand, China (and other Asia countries) and South Africa, and is currently in various stages of development and production on a number of projects.! Pictures have included
actors who have won and been nominated for Academy Awards, and have won several film festival
awards.
With knowledge and experience in the global film industry, AMG presents the ideal source for packaging
films creatively and strategically in today’s dynamic international marketplace, tailoring to the particular
needs of each project by bringing in co-production partners, equity investment, sales from distributors,
tax-driven funds, subsidies and other sources of financing.

Don Barton of Artistry Media Group Making Waves
in the Global Marketplace
BY KIM DINH
The brainchild of veteran indie producer and entertainment attorney Don Barton, Artistry Media
Group, Inc., is a production and representation company for live action and animated motion pictures,
television programs, and video games produced and
distributed around the world. “Our goal is to be active in the global marketplace in all media platforms
- theatrical, VOD, and TV,” Barton said in a recent
interview.

Barton believes that knowing the market is a key to
designing projects that will prosper. “It’s gotten
tougher in many ways over the last several years, but
the opportunities are still there for a project that is
properly structured from the beginning,” Barton
noted.
Having produced over 20 films, Barton brings to
AMG a seasoned producer’s eye. Past films include
Giallo, starring Academy Award winner Adrien
Brody, Modigliani, starring Andy Garcia, Karla, starring Laura Prepon, Wake of Death, starring Jean
Claude van Damme, and Lullaby, starring Academy
Award winner Melissa Leo, along with a Russian
mini-series. Pictures have included actors who have won
and been nominated for Academy Awards, and have won several film festival awards.

cal weapon masterminded by Stalin in 1943 used in
the War is discovered in 2013 in a storage facility on
a military base in Bulgaria; activated, causing people
to turn into aggressive zombie type humans, attacking everybody. Code Red is a film involving a lot of
action and thriller scenes, following the story of a little girl (Mya-Lecia Naylor (Cloud Atlas)) who is lost
and left alone trying to get to safety.
AMG is currently developing a diverse array of intellectual properties and films worldwide, including
United States, Canada, Europe, Asia and South
Africa. “We are actively seeking out financial and coproduction partners who have elements that can be
married to the resources that we have developed in
those territories. With knowledge and experience in
the global film industry, AMG presents the ideal
source for packaging films creatively and strategically in today’s dynamic international marketplace,
tailored to the particular needs of each project by
bringing in co-production partners, tax incentives,
equity investment, sales from distributors, tax-driven funds, subsidies and other sources of financing.
Contact:
www.artistrymediagroup.com
artistrymediagroup@live.com

Barton and AMG recently produced CODE RED, which is
screening at Cannes this year.
Shooting this action/thriller in
cold December in Bulgaria was a challenge but the
weather and location added to the finished product
turning out fantastic.

Code Red is a tale of an invention and use of a biological weapons and what happens when it is forgotten but discovered by the wrong hands. Presently,
Russia is celebrating 70 years since the battle of Stalingrad and Russia’s large role ending World War II
in stopping Hitler’s advance, commemorating the
anniversary of the May 9, 1945, allied victory over
Nazi Germany. In Code Red, Bulgarian director Valeri Milev (director of re-Kill) decided to depict the
last days of the battle as well as bringing this horror/action picture into the present day. The biologi-

AMG’s Don Barton with Eric Roberts and Kevin Sorbo
at a Thailand Red Carpet

JACKSON 5
CREATION
BY E V E LY N L AHAIE

My name is Evelyn Lahaie. To me
it is an HONOR to be part of the
HISTORY of MICHAEL JACKSON
THE WORLD’S GREATEST ENTERTAINER
Here is how it all began: While still in high
school, I entered a contest sponsored by
RKO Studios of Hollywood and a Chicago
modeling school and won a modeling school scholarship,
completed the training program, modeled professionally in
Chicago and opened my own modeling school in Gary, Indiana called Evelyn’s School of Charm & Modeling. I became very active in producing fashion shows in Northwest
Indiana and Chicago, and scouting for talent.

A Gary department store, Big Top, at Broadway at 53rd in
Gary, contacted me to coordinate a Tiny Tots Back-to-School
Jamboree Fashion &Talent Show for their late summer-fall
season 1965. On August 4th, 1965, I ran a classified ad for
the talent in the Gary Post Tribune newspaper and 200 musicians, singers, pianists, dancers, bands, and wide variety of
talent of all ages called to audition. Joe
Jackson answered the ad and that was
when I first met Michael, Jermaine, Toriano (Tito), Jackie and Marlon.
The auditions were held at the then
Hotel Gary, on the corner of 6th and
Broadway, Gary, Indiana, August
1965. This audition with me was part
of the beginning of their show-business
career their great success, before Motown before super-stardom, before
baby sister Janet was born while their

father, Joe Jackson, still
had his popular band,
“The Falcons,” and still
worked as a crane man in
the mills as he guided &
developed the natural talent he and Katherine
saw in their children!
On August 14, 1965, as
number 55, they auditioned for me, signing in as
Michael age 6, Jermaine,
10, Jackie, 14, Toriano,
11, and Marlon, 8. They
stole the show! All 5 boys
showed exceptional talent; Michael, being the
youngest and the smallest and the most brilliantly talented child I had
ever seen at the age of 6.
Michael had great moves, great voice and fantastic
showmanship and was pure magic!! I couldn’t take
my eyes off of him. I KNEW then that they would
be successful in show business and Michael would
be a super-star! He wasn’t born to be ordinary. He
was put on planet earth to be a bright shining star
for his music to live forever throughout the world.
That little boy had it all.
On Aug. 14th, 1965 day, I definitely selected them
to appear in the Big Top stores Tiny Tots Back-to-School Jamboree, but I felt the Jackson Brothers name they auditioned

under needed to be changed. They were far above ordinary
talent, and needed a name with more zip, zing, pizzazz! And
I suggested to Joe to change their name to Jackson Five and Joe thought it was a good idea, and
that is how the Jackson Five name came about
for these fabulous entertainers. The very first time
the Jackson Five name was ever published was in
the large ad for the BIG TOP SHOW I booked
them for. The ad ran in the Gary Post Tribune on
Thursday, August 26th, 1965, with a photo of the
Jackson Five included, promoting the show for
August 29th, 1965. On August 29th, 1965, Michael, Jermaine, Jackie, Toriano & Marlon wowed
the audience as the Jackson Five. I didn’t know
THEN that it was Michael’s birthday on that day,
both of my children shared the stage with the
Jackson Five, with Lauren modeling the children’s
fashions, and Terri, age 4, on stage refused to re-

EVELYN LAHAIE
AND JOE JACKSON

linquish her Tiny Tot crown & trophy to the new
winner.
Every year, my student models & I brought entertainment to patients in hospitals & nursing
homes, and Joe Jackson brought the talented
JACKSON FIVE along to bring holiday cheer to
patients! One of the shows was at the Our Lady
of Mercy Hospital, Dyer, Indiana Christmas show,
and everyone raved about Michael & the Jackson
Five, who put smiles upon their faces & brought
joy! In appreciation, the nuns presented me with
a beautiful ceramic plaque they hand-made for
me for bringing the shows. I treasured it and the
memories for years until the plaque was destroyed when my modeling school building burned down to the ground into ashes in 1977.
Speaking of my school fire: my modeling students and I had just returned from winning many
honors at the Wilhemina of New York City models
competition,
where I won
the
MOST
O U T S TA N D I N G
SCHOOL OF
THE
YEAR
AWARD FOR
ACHIEVEM E N T. W h e n
we returned to
Indiana, my models & I
were still flying high & so
happy. Instead of working
in class, we sat at my
school planning greater
things to accomplish. Unknowing to us, that night
after we left, arsens BURNED DOWN THE ENTIRE BUILDING TO THE
GROUND.
EVERYTHING WAS GONE!! I
had no insurance. I sobbed because so much was
lost, but the next day
when I saw them pull up
the charcoaled body of
one of the two ladies that

"MOST OUTSTANDING SCHOOL OF THE YEAR"
AWARDED TO EVELYN L AHAIE BY
WILHELMINA MODEL AGENCY OF N.Y. 1977

lived in the above apartments, I realized my loss was inconsequential to their loss….Besides all my models photographs
that burned & many albums of my career & my models, The
AUDITION SHEETS FROM THE 1965 HOTEL GARY AUDITION were also in the FIRE that destroyed everything!
Days later, a fireman went down into the big, black charcoaled hole in the ground where two ladies and a dog died in

the fire & brought me some burned papers. Miraculously,
the 1965 audition sheets with Michael, Jermaine, Jackie, Toriano, & Marlon’s names & my personal notations SURVIVED the fire with burned edges. That part of JACKSON FIVE
HISTORY LIVES ON! It was meant to be, just as the Jackson
Five were meant to be successful & Michael meant to be a
SUPER STAR!
Through the years, my name would appear in magazines
and newspapers through interviews with Joe Jackson when

asked HOW THE JACKSON FIVE name came about. Joe
always credited me in Right On Magazine in 1973 & Rap
Magazine, Jan. 1973 issue, & in the book Michael Jackson,
the Magic & the Madness where my name is misspelled.
What a joy and a thrill it was for Michael & I to meet again
in Gary, Indiana June 12, 2003 at Roosevelt High School
where Michael was presented an honorary diploma & dozen
red roses. I happily shot pictures of him on & off-stage and
am happy to have pictures with us together and another
group shot we’re both in. Little did I know THEN – THAT

WOULD BE THE LAST TIME WE WOULD MEET?
On June 25, 2009, I was totally devastated hearing
the announcement of Michael’s death. I sat on the
floor in front of the TV sobbing and was numb for
days and did not want to believe that he was gone.
The whole world mourns his death, but his memory,
his music lives on forever. His spirit lives on. His
gentle loving, caring heart lives on and we must
carry on his philosophy of each of us making the
whole world a better place. In memory of Michael
Jackson through an enormous amount of tears, I’ve
made seven quick sketches of Michael to share with
others.
Before signing off, I want to praise Joe and Katherine Jackson for reigning supreme as loving, caring
parents who recognized the natural talent in Michael & all of their children and gave so much of
their lives encouraging and guiding them to develop
and use their God-given talent that has brought
pleasure & joy to others, to the world.
Through the art and heart of Michael’s music and
all the Jacksons, they have made a gigantic contribution to the entertainment world as none other!

AT
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ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL IN GARY, IN

NYKI
LAMB
MIRACLES IN PURPLE PARADISE
PHOTOS BY
SEAN ANGEL BUCCIONE

BY J. KIMBERLEE SUTHERLAND

Not everyone believes in miracles, but for one individual in
particular, it is the only answer for her existence. Nyki
Lamb, troubled teenager turned successful businesswoman
in a few short years. One might ask, “how exactly does one
coexist with grueling childhood
memories, loneliness and the
pursuit of paradise all at the
same time?” “Keep believing
in your dream,” says Nyki.

Nyki Lamb, entrepreneur and
visionary, certainly works in
“paradise”. Add a color spectrum of vibrant purple, splashes
of magenta, shades of lavender and pink sparkles to her
“paradise” and you will enter
the magical place that she
calls Purple Sunrise Tanning
Salon & Spa. She aligned her
vision with creativity and designed a temple of peace where
passion and meditation meet,
giving all her customers an inviting experience from beginning to end. Her tanning
salon is unique; it’s a hidden
gem, located in Henderson,
Nevada. Purple Sunrise Tanning Salon & Spa provides the
latest in Tanning Bed Technology, Red Light Therapy & Air
Brush Tans, offering top notch services and quality products
for your skin. Talented in many areas, as a designer, Nyki
not only keeps up with current trends, she remains innovative. Additional services on the purple horizon are sensual
Aroma Therapy, peaceful Meditation, professional Nail and
Nutritional services.

Nyki’s customers describe her as a woman of integrity, a
mature person who is honest and determined to succeed
and surpass any negative memories. She is ultimately, a
force to be reckoned with. Her fierce desire to achieve is
admirable. “Relax, Revive, Refresh & Rejuvenate” is a common motto that she embraces and promotes frequently.
Both employees and clientele appreciate her ability to illuminate any situation with both positive energy and encouraging words. Nyki Lamb’s mission is rather simplistic; she
wants everyone to enjoy the experience as much as the services. The Salon’s main priority is to uplift your spirits and
connect with you on a personal level. If you need a “pick
me up”, enter Purple Paradise and test it out for yourself!
Her magnetic personality, exuberance and personal touch
are the fundamental elements that make her tanning salon
stand out from the rest.

As an orphan, living without parents and living in quiet desperation, fending for herself for years, she overcame trials
and tribulations of magnitude which one could not even fat-

hom. With everything going against her, she relied on her
faith in God and perpetuated her own will to live; her own
will to win. In her own right, she is a warrior, a true giver
simply put, one in a million.
I had the opportunity to speak
with Nyki in her haven of purple hues and discovered that
she is quite an amazing
woman.
Q: Ms. Lamb, you went from
being an orphan in Gig Harbor, Washington to a successful businesswoman in Las
Vegas. Who inspired you to
climb out of the dark trenches
to reach your dreams and
goals?

A: Ardyth and John Gatton,
my grandparents. Grandpa
was a man of strength and admiration, but Ardyth was my
soul mate and my best friend.
After many challenges, my
grandmother took me under
her wings and became my
guardian for a few short years.
She was my inspiration, my
hero, basically, my whole
world. Looking back at my
youth, I am forever grateful for her unconditional love, guidance and direction. My grandmother was an incredible
woman, and I still get very emotional speaking to people
about her. Last year, right before the grand opening of Purple Sunrise Tan, my grandmother quickly drifted towards the
heavenly pearly gates. It’s only been six months since her
passing, but even on my best days, my heart still aches with
unbearable pain. Truth
be told, I’m still suffering because I was hit
with a double whammy.
Prior to losing Grandma
Ardyth, I also lost my
best friend, Aleashia
Mireles, my BFF. People
ask me how I survived
these losses and my response is usually the
same. When life threw
me a curve ball, I dodged the dark path and
surrounded myself with
love. When life threw
me a meteor, I landed in my Bible. I didn’t have a choice
but to throw myself into my faith. I traveled down a “dark
path” before, but this time I wouldn’t allow myself to entertain depression. I gave God my burdens and HE opened

“Come Into My Dream” by renowned artist, Foggy. I’m very
adventurous, spontaneous and crazy about thrill rides. I’m
looking forward to parasailing, sky diving, zip lining and traveling around the world. Happiness is living a life of FREEDOM. A special thank you goes out to all who serve our
country in the United States Armed Forces (Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard). Without you,
my world would be different. God Bless America.
Q: Where do you see yourself five years from now?

up a miraculous window of forgiveness, providing a way for
my maternal mother, Linda, and I to reconnect and break
through our emotional and mental barriers. In short, my
mother has become one of my biggest blessings.
Q: Why Tanning?

A: As you know, my life is full of “miracles.” I met the man
of my dreams and I envision us having a few children and
a couple of four-legged kids together, raising them back
home in Gig Harbor, Washington or Dallas, Texas. I truly
enjoy living in Vegas and intend to keep a second home
here in the valley, traveling to and fro. In two years I plan
to franchise Purple Sunrise and have 10 new stores in the
United States. I thank God every day for being alive, and
as long as I’m living, I will continue to appreciate all my
blessings. With humility, I have such gratitude for all those
who played an important role in my life, therefore, I want
to pay it forward and be a blessing to others and support
various charitable causes. I envision myself as
a life coach and want to
be an influential teacher
in the lives of teenagers
especially.

A: Tanning is amazing! As far back as I can remember, I
always dreamt of opening a Tanning Salon. I enjoy the appearance of my skin when it is brushed with subtle, warm,
bronze tones. Ultimately, I like to assist people in achieving
a “natural- looking” tan without color or skin complications
due to inexperienced salons or harmful effects of UV rays. Q: What profound mesTanning helps to enhance the color of your natural skin and sage would you like to
gives a person a healthy glow.
leave with your readers?
Q: What was the most terrifying part of childhood?

A: I would have to say that the most terrifying part of childhood was being home alone. Growing up without a father
and hardly seeing my mother was devastating. Living on
food stamps and fending for myself, I fought a nasty fight.
If it weren’t for Grandma Ardyth, I would have ended it all.
I ventured out on my own at age 16. Having to provide for
myself, I had to learn how to live. I can’t describe how often
I was judged, ridiculed and
outright bullied. Through my
teen years, I kept to myself,
stayed focused and pushed
through with discipline. I
knew I had to work harder
than most people at my age
in order to succeed and
make things happen.
Q: What makes Nyki happy?

A: I’m living my dream with
Jacob, a man that I love, and
my dogs (Dolce & Gabbana)
that I adore. I’m an animal lover, music enthusiast and
“footloose.” One of my favorite songs in the whole world is
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A: I believe that everything happens for a reason. I believe in God’s
perfect plan.
Even
though I suffered for
many years, I knew I
wouldn’t be forgotten or
left behind. I continuously strive to become
the best I can be by
being kind, appreciating and serving others. I want to give
back to the community and make a difference in other
people’s lives. I would actually like to make a dramatic impact and touch over 1,000 lives, if not more. But if I only
had the means to change one person’s life forever, either
emotionally or financially, I know my life would truly be enriched in doing so. My message to troubled youth is take
a leap of Faith. Follow your heart, intuition and surround
yourself with love. With love, you can overcome anything.
Smile, life is amazing and it also looks good on you!
Ms. Nyki Lamb is living a magical life. She is passionate
about giving and serving others.
She awaits to meet and serve you!

ANGEL WITH AMBITION
BY J. KIMBERLEE

Kaopua, Jr., passed in 1998. Lynn, her
wonderful step mom lives in CA with
her two beautiful half-sisters, Jill (four
children) & Julia. Aunt Brenda, Bill and
Frank are all blessings in Joy’s life,
where she holds each close to her heart.

Hula and Joy

PHOTO BY ASI

Joy Sutherland was born as an entrepreneur, in a small town called Kailua,
Oahu. A true native Hawaiian, her
blood lineage is of Hawaiian, Korean,
English and Portuguese ancestry, simply
a cosmopolitan girl. Hawaii is a majestic place, where cultural diversity is as
colorful as a vibrant Hawaiian rainbow.
Growing up in Hawaii with a loving
family was not only the best gift GOD
could have given her; it was her most
treasured experience of all time. Her
mother, Wanda raised two daughters,
Geri and Joy and helped her step father
Raymond Bermudez with his four children (Alan, Sherri, Shelly & Nani) at different stages of childhood and teenage
years. Raymond, her dad, literally rescued her at the perfect time in their lives
and together, they worked miracles for
all of the family. Her mother is a true
giver, an “Earth Angel,” who has always
shared Joy’s vision in contributing to society by helping both human and animal kind. Wanda has always been her
inspiration, her true north, and ultimate
hero and Joy desires to enhance her
mother’s life for as long as she lives. As
for her real father, George Liwai

Hula Girl, her incredible family, friends
and business partners. She is fulfilling
her “purpose driven life” by continuously dreaming great dreams of philanthropy and acting upon them. Joy
embraces her spiritual life, she allows
GOD to work his miracles with her
through PRAYER, reading motivational
books and daily inspirational messages
that breathe life into her Faith.

Joy’s professional background is as colorful as her heritage and origin. While
attending the University of Hawaii, she
worked for a law firm as a Receptionist.
However, after graduation, she pursued Angel Marketing Group’s mission is to
a career in Fashion, only to find out that give big and live big. AMG works with
her career path was gravitating towards high profile clients, small public compathe non-profit sector. Joy spent five nies and non-profit organizations. AMG
years working for a mental health builds relationships based on integrity
agency, serving severe homeless mentally ill adults. As a
result, she embraced a new
love and passion for charitable
organizations and has dedicated her life to charity driven
projects. In October 1998, she
left Hawaii and moved to Las
Vegas. Joy reminisces about
her days when she was living in
Paradise. She misses her family, crystal clear beaches and
nearby ocean echoes. Although Joy misses Hawaii, she
adapted very easily and quickly
in her new desert oasis. After
a year of working in retail, she
Joy Sutherland
found herself working in the
PHOTO BY PINK DEBRIS
legal field once again. After
five years of managing and operating a San Diego based court report- and they pride themselves on going the
ing agency, rather than be complacent extra mile, making a difference in the
and unhappy, she decided to leave and lives of everyone they come in contact
began a partner venture and estab- with. AMG’s heart and mission is to
lished a new firm in Las Vegas. Need- support and help with Animal Rescues,
less to say, sure as the seasons change, Children, Homeless and Senior Centers
so do circumstances as she ended up in Las Vegas, Nevada.
taking the business forward on her own
and enjoyed her business relationships
and the fruits of her labor.
ANGEL MARKETING GROUP
AngelMarketingUSA@gmail.com
Joy is living her DREAM today, with her
love Asi Harfi, her four-legged child,

KOFU GROUP
BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER
BY LARA BARAKAT

Rene Lee Watson was born in Yokosuka, Japan; her father
was serving in the US Navy when he met her mother, who
was from a small country village in Japan, during the Vietnam
War. Needless to say, it was love at first sight. Rene’s journey
to the United States began as a young child. Having been
born half-Japanese, half-American and always a little bit different than the rest, it was fundamental in her quest for understanding of world cultures and humanism. As an adult,
she knows and realizes that being “different” is an advantage
and a true treasure. Rene is a faithful Buddhist and ever since
she could remember, she has practiced Nichiren Buddhism
alongside of her parents and younger sister Michele. Her purpose and mission in life is to promote peace, culture and education through meaningful dialogue and mutual
understanding of other people’s worldviews, with World Peace
as her dying wish.

As time has passed and lessons have been learned, Rene’s
life has twisted and turned in all directions, from traveling
throughout the world, learning how to “settle down” in a city
like Las Vegas to even joining the Army for a
short time. And all the while, she’s been
blessed to have two wonderful sons, Tony
and Ricky, growing up right before her
eyes. Her sons stand beside her in supporting her mission in life for a better
world. She says with conviction that part
of her life’s mission is to make a positive impact on everyone that she
encounters. Rene’s career has
been eclectic to say the least.
She began as a teen in the
healthcare industry and
worked her way up from
records and statistics to
medical staff management, later to advance
in the business end of
plastic surgery and
practice
management. Naturally, she
moved into the wellness industry where
her marketing career
began to flourish. Ultimately, her drive to serve
people and continuously
change lives is what brought
her this far today.
To that end, she created Kofu
Group in 2009. Kofu (Kosen-Rufu)

is an organization that takes pride in leading, promoting and
expanding well deserving nonprofit organizations through
grassroots marketing strategies. There is no organization that
works to bring the charities of the world together to meet and

Prissy and Rene

change the communities we live in, like Kofu does. Kofu provides people and nonprofit organizations a way to connect
with each other to create mutual beneficial relationships.
Rene provides the best service under the umbrella of her organization. She understands and recognizes different cultures, is in support of humanity, raises awareness for great
causes, and works to make a difference in places where others may overlook; her sole passion. Rene’s mission in life is
part of something larger than herself and Kofu Group helps
bridge the gap between people who want to make a difference and other organizations that are doing just that. As
Kofu brings these groups together, a support system of
strength helps unite and allow growth for development of new
concepts, all the while, changing lives in the process by supporting communities on a local, national and global scale.
Kofu Group provides innovative marketing and media strategies to raise awareness for any brand. Working with various
clients from high-profile celebrities to nonprofit organizations
alike, makes for a magical mix of fun and purpose that will
make a difference.
PHOTO BY CHRISTIANA MARA
For more information, please email to:
"Kofu Group" kofumarketing@gmail.com
and visit

WWW.KOFUGROUP.COM

@CHINA 2013

CHINESE FOOD AND CULTURE FESTIVAL
BY ROSSANA HUANG

Para, Former State Assemblyman and newly elected
Trustee of the Los Angeles Community College Board
Mike Eng, Consulate-General of People Republic of
China in Los Angeles Qiu Shaofang and CCTV Representative Bai Hua.

Master Chef Martin Yan, Simon Sahouri and Iron Chef Tony Wu

Long Beach, California - The Opening Ceremony and Banquet of @China 2013 Chinese Food and Culture Festival at
California State University, Long Beach was a great success.
Approximately 250 students, faculty, and community members were treated to a Bian-Lian (face-changing) performance, teapot juggling, live Chinese music and dancing, and
food demonstrations by
Master Chef Martin Yan
and Iron Chef Tony Wu,
followed by an 8-course
Chinese meal.
@China 2013 Chinese
Food and Culture Festival
hosted by China Central
Television (CCTV), California State University
Long Beach (CSULB) and
International Daily News.
The opening ceremony
included presentations
and remarks by CSULB
Provost and Senior Vice
President Dr. Donald

The event, which is an activity in the @CHINA series,
is intended to introduce students to Chinese food culture and local customs. The festival also featured a
contest for local college students to create a promotional plan for the popular Chinese Television documentary series produced by CCTV, “A Bite of China,”
to an American audience.
“The goal of our festival is to improve communication
and understanding between China and the United
States through cultural and artistic exchange, and to
have fun while doing so” said Dr. Jeet Joshee,
Dean/Associate Vice President of CSULB, “This festival
fits very well with our mission as a globally engaged
public university.”

“I am so excited to be at the 2013 Chinese Food and Culture
Festival Grand Opening” said Mike Eng, former State Assemblyman and newly elected Trustee of the Los Angeles Community College Board. “My wife and I love to eat and we love
to travel so this is such a wonderful event that excites all of
us.”

believe culture has a
very important role
to play in this regard.”

“As one of the most
influential
media
outlets in China,
China Central Television is in a good position to showcase
our fascinating culture to the American
public. By showing
its popular TV docum e n t a r i e s ,
@CHINA will provide an excellent
platform for our
2013 Miss Los Angeles China Town Pegeant
American friends to
with Simon Sahouri, Rossana Huang and Veronica Lopez
better understand
“China is a country with a rich and diverse cultural heritage, Chinese food, culture and more importantly, our way of life”
and this festival is the perfect chance for our students, faculty, said Qiu.
and staff to learn, exchange, and maybe even collaborate
with our peers in China” said Dr. Donald Para, Provost/Senior The festival presents an opportunity for three participants to
Vice President of CSULB, “Connecting with and understand- win amazing prizes by developing and submitting a marketing
ing China is vital for Americans to be a part of our globalized plan for promoting A Bite of China to American audiences.
Participating CSULB students and community members will
learn about Chinese culture and cuisine while showcasing
their creativity and marketing skills.
The prize winners of A Bite of China marketing plan contest
were announced and prizes were awarded on the closing ceremony of @China 2013 Chinese Food and Culture Festival
at California State University, Long Beach on April 25, 2013.
The winners of A Bite of China marketing plan contest are:
1st prize: Jasmine Yur-Austin
2nd prize: Vincent Ha
3rd prize: Qianru Kuang

Master Chef Martin Yan

world, and I hope that everyone will take full advantage of
this festival to learn as much as possible. I encourage everyone to get involved, ask questions, and check out the art and
food demonstrations that will be occurring throughout the
week. Thank you so much to all who have helped bring this
opportunity to our students and faculty, and please enjoy the
festivities.”
“As the Consul General of China in Los Angeles, my mission
is to promote the mutual understanding and good relations
between China and U.S.” said Qiu Shaofang, ConsulateGeneral of People Republic of China in Los Angeles, “I always

Chris Chu and 1st prize Winner Jasmine Yur-Austin

WORKING AS AN EXTRA
IN LAS VEGAS
BY FRANCINE HUFFMAN

It’s been nearly five years since I was asked to write my first
article on the topic of working as an extra in Las Vegas, and
I must say that very little has changed about the work itself.
As an extra (background player) you serve as a living prop,
providing fillers to help create a credible and realistic atmosphere. Ask yourself this, when was the last time you saw a
movie without background folks? The answer to that question should tell you just how vital we are to the entire production, whether it be film, television, or commercial.
Significant changes, however, to the actual registration and
submission process have made this task much easier for an
extra to be cast. In the past, background talent (BG), had to
make rounds to various casting agencies to register with hard
copies of head and torso shots, zed cards, and resumes in
hand. In today’s world, if we fit the age, profile, and requirements of a role, we register and submit our resumes and professional photos online, often without ever going personally
to the casting agency. Once registered and accepted by the
agency, information received regarding upcoming projects is
sent by email or text message. Some projects require you to
report to a specific location for an audition, and frequently,
are selected and booked directly by the agent for a certain

role. As Nevada is a right-to-work state, both union and nonunion talent are allowed to work on productions. As a union
member myself, I have noticed that ever since SAG and
AFTRA have merged, there is a larger pool from which to
draw talent, so be prepared for competition. In Las Vegas,
most castings for background work are offered to men and
women between the ages of 21 and 45, so
age can be a significant factor. With that
in mind, be sure that your professional
head shots represent you in the most appropriate genuine way casino and clubfriendly way. Over the years, most of my
local BG friends and colleagues will affirm
that they have been asked to show up on
set in upscale casual casino attire.
Thinking back to when I first worked as an
extra on “Rush Hour 2” for nearly two
months straight, I never thought that I
would still find this work exciting eleven
years later! One thing certain about this
business is that no two gigs are ever alike.
You may find yourself working outdoors in
the dead of the winter outfitted in summer
clothing, or sweltering in the desert heat in

signer home located in one of the
most exclusive gated communities in
Las Vegas. The owner of the residence was a German music producer who was doing a documentary
about himself and his own illustrious
career and needed background talent for atmosphere. Imagine our
surprise when a truck from Mandalay
Bay drove up to the property and delivered fully catered meals for nearly
75 of us. This was the first and only
time that I can remember being
served “real” rather than “prop” wine
and encouraged to drink it during the
luncheon shoot. When we were
wrapped several hours later, the
owner and his wife treated all of us
to a private tour of the estate!

the middle of June. You could be booked as a casino patron
in glitzy attire, or as a down-on-luck grubby gambler in a tired
old downtown casino. In fact, several of my buddies recently
played the role of homeless persons for an episode of “C.S.I.
Crime Scene Investigation” in a seedy downtown alley. At one
time or another, most of us have been plunked down on the

Most recently, I was booked as a Spa
Patron at Caesar’s Qua Spa and
found myself hanging out in a trailer,
then in the Spa Manager’s office for several hours, wearing
a robe alongside of three other union members (the dropdead gorgeous “trophy wife,” the “shirtless guy” -- a former
Chippendales dancer and body double for a well-known entertainer, and the “man in a robe” from Miami who recently
moved here). When it was all said and done, the two men
were wrapped and never used in that scene, and all the gals
participated briefly. The very best thing about that assignment was chatting with my BG buddies and learning about
their fascinating lives. Whether you actually work or not, you
get paid for eight hours once you’re booked with an agency.
Working as an “extra” is rarely dull and you most likely never
experience the same thing twice!
If this is your cup of tea, the following tips will help you transition into this position quite easily:
1. Have a cell phone and your own reliable transportation.

Las Vegas Strip playing pedestrians and tourists on throughthe-night shoots, or have found ourselves standing next to
an A-List celebrity shooting craps in a classy casino such as
the Wynn or the Bellagio.

One of the oddest shoots for me was playing a neighborhood
resident in a subdivision which had recently been abandoned
because it was designated for demolition as part of the Airport Expansion Project. I was one of four extras that day that
had to make multiple costume changes outdoors in between
the abandoned houses! Under normal circumstances, we
would have had a tent, casino bathroom, or even a port-apotty (honey wagon), for costume changes. For lunch that
day, we were served cold pizza, Coke, and ate on the curb of
the sidewalk.
My best and most memorable gig by far was playing the role
of a socialite at a garden party at Frank Lloyd Wright’s de-

2. Be punctual. If you’re late to set, most agents will replace
you immediately and you’ll never be asked to work for them
again.
3. Have a positive attitude and don’t whine.

4. Be camera-ready, with hair and makeup done, and bring
the appropriate wardrobe items on hangers rather than in a
suitcase.
5. Bring a pen and your ID in order to fill out your voucher
upon arrival. Keep this document with you at all times. If you
lose it, you won’t be paid.

6. Don’t chew gum on set or talk once the camera is rolling.
Mime your actions and dialogue.
7. Don’t ever ask when you’ll be wrapped. Most shoots go
on for twelve hours or longer, and it’s over when the director
says it’s over. Keep in mind that if you leave before you’re
officially wrapped, you won’t be paid a dime.
8. Above all, be flexible, enjoy the process, make some
friends along the way, and don’t quit your day job!

MAYWEATHER

DEFENDS WBC TITLE SLICK AND EASY
BY PETER ALLMAN

Floyd ''Money'' Mayweather 44-0-0, [26 KO's] had no trouble
whatsoever proving he's still the best fighter on the boxing
circuit, beating out Robert ''The Ghost'' Guerrero, 32- 2-,
[18ko'S] by a unanimous decision. He proved by defending
his World Boxing Council Title in a 12 round Championship
fight, held at the MGM Grand Garden on May 4th, that his
one year lay off didn't slow his reflexes down at all. From the
time Jimmy Lemon
announced
the
fight, Mayweather
looked the part and
performed the part
of a great champion. Every round
showed
Mayweather as an elusive,
yet
quick
fighter who could
easily score with his
lightning fast right
and connect while
he bobbed and
weaved out of Guerrero's
punches.
Robert Byrd, the referee during the course of this fight had
no problem breaking up both fighters in the tie ups. Mayweather also showed that he could trade punches with Guerrero and also used his left jab effectively during the course
of the fight. 60% of the power punches were landed by Mayweather compared to Guerrero's 19%. When asked about
his training, Mayweather gave the credit to his Dad, Floyd
Mayweather Sr. and his team. The Eight-Time, Five-Division
World Champion is almost the highest paid athlete with his

six fight deal with Showtime. Altogether, with Pay per view
revenues, he could go over 250 million dollars on this deal.
That's if the marketing is promoted right and he keeps his
WBC Title.
The WBC Featherweight World Championship had Daniel
DE Leon 45-5, [35KO's] lose his title to two division world
champion Abner
Mares
26-0-1,
[14KO's] who is
now the WBC Welterweight Champion of the World.
Mares performed
exceptionally well,
and clearly delivered the more accurate punches to
Ponce de Leon,
knocking
him
down twice with a
right, then a left in
round 2, continuing to score, until the 9th round where he
finished off DE Leon by way of technical knockout in 2:20
of round 10.
Former Bantamweight Champion, Leo Santo Cruz, 24-0-1,
[14KO's] scored consecutively against WBA super flyweight
champion Alexander Munoz 36-5, [28KO's] throughout the
first 4 rounds, then knocking out Munoz with a right in 1:05
of the 5th round.

J'Leon Love 16-0, [18KO's] almost lost his IBF title to Robert
Rosodo 21-7, [13KO's] for the vacancy NABF Middleweight
Title. Rosado, the stronger puncher, caught Love with a right
at the end of round 6 and also knocked him down in 9th. Al
Bernstein, one of the commentators for Showtime and his
associates all thought Rosado won the fight, but the judges
saw it differently.
Photos: Mary Ann Owen
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